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Abstract
In a world in which social, economic, and environmental circumstances are
continuously evolving and increasingly complex, leaders face the challenging prospect of
navigating their organizations through unpredictable operating conditions. Finding a way
to tap into the learning capacity of the people who comprise their organizations may be
the answer to adapt and to survive. This qualitative research study explored the role of
leaders in building this organizational learning capacity.
The literature identified three domains of personal, interpersonal, and
organizational capacity for learning in an organizational setting. Interviews with three
senior leaders who had successfully built learning capacity in their respective
organizations revealed four elements of leader commitment: (a) to the process of building
learning capacity, (b) to organizational objectives and results, (c) to personal actions and
behaviours, and (d) to the people of the organization. Each of the four elements of leader
commitment spans the three domains of learning capacity that can guide leaders as they
build organizational learning capacity.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Today's environment in which organizations operate is highly complex and
changing at an increasingly rapid pace. The recent financial crisis and increasing
volatility in the global economy serve as strong evidence in support of this statement. As
we move further beyond the crisis, a new normal is likely to emerge in which little, if
anything, will be predictable with any certainty. Organizational leaders will seek to
develop flexibility and adaptability in their organizations. To build sufficient
organizational flexibility for the new normal, leaders can tap into the learning capacity,
creative energy, and adaptive capabilities of organizational members. By engaging and
committing to the people who comprise their organizations, and building organizational
learning capacity, leaders have an opportunity to create organizations that are prepared
for the unpredictable future that lies ahead. The study was undertaken to investigate the
role of leaders in building learning capacity in contemporary organizations.
Background
Organizations of the 21 st century face many challenges, whether they are profitoriented corporations, non-profit and charitable organizations, public-sector entities, or
educational institutions. According to Capra (2002), the operating environment of most
contemporary organizations changes with incredible speed, and business structures and
operating systems have become increasingly complicated, with giant multi-national
organizations, automated factories, and instant worldwide communications. Globalization
and the resulting competitive forces also put significant pressure on these organizations
and their leaders. According to Senge (2006), the economy is more global than ever, and,
among businesses competing globally, cost and performance pressures are relentless.
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Relentless innovations in communications and information technologies, an evolving
social and environmental consciousness, and an increasingly complex global economic
system will continue to reduce the predictability of future events. Capra describes it as a
global metanetwork of complex technological and human interactions that produce a
never-ending variety of emergent phenomena. According to Capra, the common
characteristic of this environment is a global information and communications network
based on revolutionary new technologies. He explains that these developments have led
to "a business and organizational environment that is almost unrecognizable from the
point of view of traditional management theory and practice" (p. 98). He believes that
organizations need to undergo fundamental changes in order to adapt to the new and
evolving environment.
According to Raynor (2007), most organizations exhibit some degree of
adaptability. He argues, however, that adaptability is "viable only when the pace of
organizational change matches the pace of environmental change" (p. 5). He explains that
when the environment changes either faster or slower than the organization, adaptability
is no longer sufficient. He presents the challenge of addressing strategic uncertainty while
continuing to operate within the commitments made in the course of business. This
phenomenon is what he calls the strategy paradox, wherein senior leaders up to CEO and
the Board address strategic concerns, while lower-level line managers hold responsibility
for meeting the operational commitments of the organization. Although he identifies
innovative opportunities that could enable strategic flexibility, the ideas are largely built
around traditional organizational hierarchies, which may fail to adequately engage the
people of the organization in the creation of a flexible and sustainable organization.
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Anderson and Klinge (1995) found that the hierarchical social order typical of
many contemporary businesses has led to deeply entrenched social and economic
problems. They predict that if these structures persist, organizations will continue to lose
their competitiveness and people will continue to lose their spirit and will. Mintzberg
(2009a) also questions the traditional approach to managing, "What could be more
natural than to see our organizations not as mystical hierarchies of authority so much as
communities of engagement?" (p. 234) According to Capra (2002), the critical shift in
pathways is to understand human organizations as living systems, as opposed to managed
systems. In a similar line of thought, de Geus (1997) suggests that organizational leaders
need to shift priorities away from managing companies so as to optimize capital, and
toward managing companies so as to optimize people.
In his seminal work, The Living Company, de Geus (1997) explores why a few

organizations have survived for a very long time while he contends that many others have
died prematurely. According to de Geus, the ability to learn is at the heart of the matter:
the long-lived companies know how to learn. These living companies, as he calls them,
have conditions that allow them to evolve harmoniously with the environment in which
they operate. He explains that the leaders of living companies understand how they fit
into the world, value new ideas and new people, and manage finances in a way that
allows them to govern their future. Senge (2006) contends that building enterprises
capable of continually adapting to the changing realities of today' s business environment
demands new ways of thinking and operating. Leaders face a significant challenge in how
to engage the members of their organizations in this new way of thinking and operating.
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Kim (1993) and Watkins (1996) agree that organizations ultimately learn through
the experience and actions of the individuals who comprise the organization and how to
engage the learning of those individuals is a critical leadership issue. Capra (2002), for
example, explains that people want a way to demonstrate their creativity, and Mitchell
and Sackney (2000) contend that people are engaged in a search for identity and
belonging. Unfortunately, organizational leaders often fail to adequately honour the
human element of the organization. According to Kayworth and Leidner (2004), despite
their best efforts, the leaders of most companies continue to squander What may be their
greatest asset in today's knowledge economy: the wealth of expertise, ideas, and latent
insights that lie scattered across or deeply embedded in the people of the organization.
According to Kim, all organizations learn because learning is a fundamental requirement
for sustained existence in a complex and ever-changing world, while de Geus (1997)
argues that, although companies learn all the time, the traditional ways in which learning
occurs are inadequate. Capra states that understanding human organizations in terms of
living systems, as complex non-linear networks, is likely to lead to new insights into the
nature of learning that can equip these organizations to deal with the complexities of
today's environment. Gozdz (1995) states that leaders of learning organizations must
become capable of embracing a paradigm of wholeness, a paradigm compatible with a
living systems perspective; moving away from a rational, analytical view of learning,
toward learning with a more ecological view of natural, social, and organizational
adaptability. Wenger and Snyder (cited in Wenger, 2003) explain that social learning
systems rely on collegiality, reciprocity, expertise, contributions to the practice, and
negotiation of a learning agenda, as opposed to affiliation to an institution, assigned
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authority, or commitment to a predefined deliverable. These arguments imply that, in
order to achieve a sustainable existence for their organizations, leaders need to focus on
ways to engage the individual members of the organization in a process of creativity,
learning, and innovation.
These concepts are also relevant for the education sector. Dewey (cited in Fink &
Hargreaves, 2006), for example, connects education to the core purpose of human
renewal and sustainability. He explains that living things maintain themselves by renewal
and that it is the nature of life to strive to continue to exist, to learn, and to grow. His
argument implies that all leaders face a challenge of how their organizations, as a
collection of living beings, can be sustained into the future. Fink and Hargreaves contend
that "sustainable educational leadership and improvement preserves and develops deep
learning for all that spreads and lasts, in ways that do no harm and indeed create positive
benefits for others, now and in the future" (p. 17). Although their focus is on leadership
in educational institutions, their argument offers lessons for leaders in other sectors who
want to build sustainable organizations. They propose that sustainable leadership
involves respecting and learning from the past to enable organizations to adapt and
change in order to continue their existence into the future.
Fink and Hargreaves (2006) advise that sustainable leadership puts learning at the
centre of everything leaders do. Similarly, Senge (1990) states that, "as the world
becomes more interconnected and business becomes more complex and dynamic, work
must become more learningful" (p. 4). He explains that organizations that excel in the
future will be the ones that discover how to tap people's commitment and capacity to
learn at all levels in an organization.
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Problem Context
The challenge for leaders in building learning capacity is multi-dimensional.
Engaging organizational members in this process is critical. Leaders must remain focused
on their role in achieving organizational objectives but they need to avoid getting so
focused on organizational objectives that they fail to engage members of the organization
in the process of building learning capacity as an objective in itself.
According to Watkins (1996), people create organizations as a tool to enable goal
accomplishment. Morgan (as cited in Watkins) describes organizations as devices
invented by people to aid in performing some kind of collective goal-oriented activity.
Arguably, the top priority of organizational leaders is the definition, articulation, and
achievement of organizational objectives. Establishing these objectives and adjusting
them on a timely basis are essential in today's environment. To achieve this most
effectively, leaders should build organizations in which learning is a foundation, but this
task reveals somewhat of a paradox. The focus on achieving organizational goals is
clearly a leadership priority, and may at times be pursued at the expense of building
learning capacity; and yet the building of learning capacity may help leaders more
effectively achieve those goals.
Learning capacity allows members of the organization to continuously review, reassess, and re-evaluate in order to adapt behaviour in the most flexible manner. Ongoing
professional learning and the idea of learning capacity in organizations are relatively new
constructs, particularly in the modern corporate environment. It is not uncommon for
organizational learning to be misperceived as the process of teaching individual
organizational members the skills and knowledge they require to do their jobs. Although
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individual learning may be an element of the bigger construct, it does not, in isolation,
lead to organizational learning capacity. When he first wrote about the topic, Senge
(1990) stated that the territory of building learning organizations was sti111argely
unexplored. Although much discussion has occurred since then, it remains unclear what
learning capacity in an organization looks like. According to Kayworth and Leidner
(2004), firms have only begun to engage in a wide range of strategies to create, store,
transfer, and apply knowledge within organizational contexts. In a recent update, Senge
(2006) states that we are only now starting to understand the capabilities that learning
organizations must possess. He notes that leaders face the challenge of elevating learning
to a level that is more than the learning of the individuals who comprise the organization.
It is, however, unclear what leaders can do to accomplish this task.

Learning activities in the corporate environment are often outcome driven and
seem focused on how to achieve corporate goals most effectively. Gherardi (1999) states
that the field of learning in organizations has developed and been institutionalized as
problem driven. As such, learning may often be tied to specific corporate objectives and
in building specific skills in the people of the organization. Learning to resolve problems
implies that leaders and organizational members may be too focused on the outcome of
the learning and may lose sight of the importance of the process itself. People are pushed
to meet pre-determined organizational objectives and outcomes with their learning
instead of allowing for the emergence of an effective and sustainable learning process.
Gherardi (1999) suggests a shift to "mystery-driven" learning. By turning the focus to the
process, rather than the outcome, a learning culture emerges that is not only able to work
toward and achieve pre-determined outcomes, but can also uncover what is not known,
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and respond to unexpected and continuously emerging circumstances. She goes on to say
that when learning is linked exclusively to problem solving, and pushed by institutional
expectations, it loses its connection with people and runs the risk of being ineffective. In
contrast, she claims, when learning is linked to mysteries and perplexities faced by the
individuals in the organization, it can become embedded in the day-to-day context of
those people, leading to a more natural, effective, and durable way by which learning can
become an ongoing sustainable process for the organization. Gherardi (1999)'s attention
to mystery-driven learning supports Senge's (1990) focus on building organizations that
can continually enhance their capacity to realize their highest aspirations. A sustainable
learning culture, without pre-determined expectations and a focus on specific objectives,
will allow for diversion and exploration that can lead to unexpected and potentially better
results. Organizational leaders must find ways to allow themselves, and to encourage
other organizational members, to let go of a purely outcome-driven learning process to
take full advantage of the potential rewards of learning capacity.
According to Mitchell and Sackney (2000), for learning in organizations to be
positioned beyond a restrictive outcomes-based view, those in formal positions of power
must relinquish control over individual and group learning. They see the importance of
creating conditions that will support and promote collective as well as individual
learning, and that will support individual learning that grows out of conversations with
other learners. In other words, to build learning capacity, leaders need to support and
commit to individual learning and collective or interpersonal learning, by creating the
right conditions in their organizations that result in organizational capacity for learning.
Support for individual learning is a relatively straightforward concept that many leaders
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demonstrate. The answer is less clear on what leaders can do to support or promote
collective or interpersonal learning, and how this all fits with the overall role they play in
building learning capacity for their organizations.
Purpose of the Study
With the challenge of developing flexible and adaptable organizations that are
capable of surviving and thriving in the complex, rapidly changing, and unpredictable
global economy, leaders must transform their organizations. Committing to and engaging
people in the building of learning capacity can help leaders respond to this challenge. The
purpose of the study was to explore the role of leaders in building organizational learning
capacity and the overarching question that was addressed in the research is: How do
leaders build learning capacity in their organizations?
Leaders affect the behaviour of members of their organization in a variety of
ways. Kotter (1990) says leaders direct and mobilize people and/or their ideas to produce
change in some useful direction. Bennis (1991) says that leaders create and maintain
values and are the social architect of their organizations. Mintzberg (2009a) provides
distinguishing characteristics between leaders and managers, and explains that leaders are
responsible for ensuring the organization serves its basic purpose. According to Kouzes
and Posner (2007), leaders take people to places they have never been before. Through all
of these descriptions, it seems that organizational leaders are in the best position to
influence and drive individual and organizational behaviour, and therefore to build
learning capacity. The study explored how leaders developed learning capacity in their
organizations.
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Conceptual Framework
According to Mitchell and Sackney (2000), three domains of learning capacity are
involved in building the capacity for learning in an organization: the development of (a)

personal capacity for learning, (b) interpersonal capacity for learning, and (c)
organizational capacity for learning. They explain that these capacities are recursive,
whereby they "mutually influence one another; and growth in each category is built upon
prior growth in itself and other categories, and builds a foundation for subsequent
growth" (p. 12). Their model was used as the framework for this study.
Building personal capacity for learning is about active and reflective construction
of knowledge by the individuals of the organization. Mitchell and Sackney (2000)
describe this as a process that begins by confronting the values, assumptions, belief
systems, and practices that individuals currently embrace, all of which must be assessed
and questioned in the search for new ground. They explain that during this process, some
of the old ways of thinking may remain, and new ones will no doubt emerge, and learning
capacity evolves as individuals reflect on, assess, critique, and reconstruct their personal
professional capacity and their capacity for collegial relations and collective practice.
Mitchell and Sackney (2000) contend that collegial relations and collective
practice are the core of interpersonal capacity for learning. In this context, open and
honest communication among members of an organization is essential. Senge, Kleiner,
Roberts, Ross, Roth, and Smith (1999), explain that as candor increases, sensitive issues
become explicit, and that this capacity for openness is essential in building interpersonal
capacity for learning. According to Mitchell and Sackney (2000), building interpersonal
capacity means that people work together on shared purposes, they take individual and
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collective responsibility for the well-being and learning of others, and they operate in a
spirit of mutual respect and psychological safety.
Mitchell and Sackney (2000) define organizational capacity for learning as the
building of structures that create and maintain sustainable organizational processes for
learning. They explain that it entails creating a flexible system that is open to new ideas,
that welcomes the eccentric and unusual, while protecting the tried and true, and honors
diversity and embraces novelty. Organizational capacity for learning, they conclude, is
supported when organizational structures, power dynamics, and procedural frameworks
support learning for individuals and for groups, regardless of their difference from or
similarity to organizational norms.
Mitchell and Sackney's (2000) framework is a simple and robust construct of
learning capacity in an organizational setting. In organizational systems theory,
individuals, their interaction with others, and their collective behaviour are what
constitute organizational behaviour (Katz & Kahn, 1966; Scott, 1961). Individuals'
personal capacity for learning and how they interact and learn collectively are the
foundation for learning capacity in an organization.
Importance of the Study
Watkins (1996) defines an organization with learning capacity as one that has
embedded the capacity to adapt or to respond quickly and in novel ways. According to
Kayworth and Leidner (2004), firms that effectively leverage their knowledge resources
and build learning capacity can expect to reap a wide range of benefits related to
improved customer service, reduced costs in people and infrastructure, innovation,
improved corporate agility, the rapid development of new product lines, quick and
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efficient problem resolution, and efficient transfer of best practices. The building of
learning capacity is the best opportunity for corporate leaders to develop organizations
that are highly adaptable and capable of survival and success in the complex, rapidly
changing and unpredictable world. This study provides insight into what organizational
leaders can do to build learning capacity to begin developing the organization of the
future and responding appropriately to the issues of the 21 st century.
Organization of the Remainder of the Document
This chapter has positioned the study within a context and problem set. It
established the purpose and conceptual framework that guided the study, and it presented
a rationale for pursuing this line of investigation.
In Chapter Two the relevant literature that was reviewed during the completion of
the study is outlined. The chapter expands on the conceptual framework, providing
insight into the building of learning capacity in an organizational setting, and it reveals
that organizational leaders play an important role. It concludes with the opportunity for
research into specific examples of what leaders do to build learning capacity in their
organizations.
In Chapter Three the design and methodology that was used for the research is
described, along with the process of data collection and analysis. It explains how the
credibility of the data was established, and outlines the ethical considerations,
assumptions, and limitations of the research.
In Chapter Four the results of the research that was conducted through the
interview process are presented. The data collected during the interviews revealed a
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framework that was used to present the experience of interviewed leaders in building
learning capacity.
In Chapter Five the study concludes with a summary and a discussion of key
lessons learned. It describes the key implication for theory that relates to the study results,
and outlines implications for leader practice and opportunities for further research. The
final thoughts at the end of the chapter bring the study to a close.

CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter provides a review of literature that covers organizational learning
capacity along with the role of leaders in building that capacity. The review was
organized according to the conceptual framework developed by Mitchell and Sackney
(2000), which describes the building of personal, interpersonal, and organizational
capacity for learning. The first section provides a definition of learning capacity in
organizations and other similar terms. Each of personal, interpersonal, and organizational
capacity for learning are then addressed, followed by a final section that looks
specifically at the role of leaders.
Learning Capacity in Organizations
Gherardi (2008) suggests that "learning and knowing in organizations have been
subject to lively and sometimes heated debate in the field of organization studies" (p.
516). It can be argued that this is also true of the various terms used to describe learning
in an organizational context. Learning capacity in organizations, which is the focus of
this study, is a notion that may at times be confused with other terms that are similar in
nature and sometimes used interchangeably. It is, therefore, worthwhile to briefly identify
and contrast a number of these other terms.
Organizational development is one of the earliest terms and continues in use
today. It is described by Austin and Bartunek (2003) as planned organizational change.
They explain that it is a process-oriented concept designed to achieve targeted outcomes.
According to Beckhard (1969), organizational development involves a systematic
diagnosis of the organization, the development of a plan for improvement, and the
mobilization of resources to meet planned objectives. This conception of learning as a
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rational systematic process intended to meet specific objectives is somewhat limiting.
Mirvis (2006) contends that new thinking about organizational development should focus
on the creative spark of people and the source of human potential, thereby moving it
beyond an objectives-oriented change-management approach to organizational learning.
This shift introduces the importance of the human element and suggests that learning in
an organization is more than just a rational process of planned change by which predetermined objectives are achieved.
Senge (1990), who looks closely at the human element of organizational change,
focuses on systems thinking and the interconnectedness of the individuals who comprise
the organization. In response to an increasingly complex world, he argues, modem
organizations behave as living systems that he refers to as learning organizations. In his
opinion, it is the connections and relationships among the people that give living systems
their unique character. Argyris and Schon (1978) make a similar statement in the context
of organizational learning, explaining that an organization is like an organism, each of
whose cells contain a particular, partial, changing image of itself in relation to the whole.
These cells of the organization are the individual employees, and they are what give rise
to learning in the organizational setting. Edmonson, Garvin, and Gino (2008) summarize
the learning organization as an organization made up of employees who are skilled at
creating, acquiring, and transferring knowledge, and capable of thinking holistically and
systemically. In all of these definitions, the individual employees or members of the
organization are the key to organizational learning as they create and transfer knowledge
in the learning process.
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The creation and transfer of knowledge by and among the members of the
organization are central to organizational learning. Gherardi (2006) explains that people
and groups create knowledge by negotiating the meanings of words, actions, situations,
and material artifacts. This notion of knowledge creation and transfer pushes the concept
of learning in organizations well past a rational approach to achieving specific outcomes,
to a more holistic organizational improvement model. The holistic model is apparent in
Nonaka's (1991) description of the knowledge-creating organization as one whose sole
business is continuous innovation; it is an organization that consistently creates new
knowledge, disseminates it widely throughout the organization, and quickly and capably
embodies it in new products, technologies, and services. This description extends
organizational learning to the manner by which an organization operates in order to
enhance its capabilities to achieve overall improvement. Gherardi (1999) contends that
this approach to organizational learning, in contrast to a pure focus on rational outcomes,
is one that allows for contingencies and situational rationalities. This construct of the
learning organization, in which the creation and transfer of knowledge is central to all
organizational processes, moves the concept of learning and change beyond the purely
rational organizational development model toa more organic systems approach.
Applying the systems approach to learning in organizations, Wenger (1998) refers
to learning in social systems as an open-ended activity in the context of communities of
practice. Mitchell and Sackney (2000) also discuss communities of practice in connection
with a culture of learning and learning capacity in schools, and refer to it as a learning
community. Similar to Senge's (1990) use of the term learning organization, they focus
their discussions of learning capacity on the human element. They describe
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organizational capacity for learning as an organic approach to learning and change. They
contend that learning capacity is less concerned with a specific and identifiable change
process that targets a particular outcome. Rather, Mitchell and Sackney (2000) are
concerned with the personal and interpersonal nature of learning that can lead to
individual and organizational improvement. This conception of learning capacity in an
organization reflects a broad definition of an organic systems approach that makes
learning the focus with a clear connection to how that learning can lead to what Mitchell
and Sackney (2000) call profound improvement. According to Mitchell and Sackney
(2000), with profound improvement as the ultimate outcome, learning capacity in an
organization relies on the building of personal, interpersonal, and organizational capacity
for learning.
Personal Capacity for Learning
According to Argyris and Schon (1978), organizational learning is not the same
thing as individual learning, even when the individuals who learn are members of the
organization. They raise an interesting paradox that "organizations are not merely
collections of individuals, yet there is no organization without such collections. Similarly,
organizational learning is not merely individual learning, yet organizations learn only
through the experience and actions of individuals" (p. 9). The question that arises is how
organizational learning emerges from individual learning.
Argyris and Schon (1978) explain that organizational learning begins when
individual members act as learning agents for the organization, responding to changes in
the internal and external environments by detecting and correcting errors which are the
variance between expected and actual outcomes that emerge from formal organizational
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systems and structures. According to Argyris and Schon, error correction is short-hand
for a complex learning cycle that begins when individuals detect a mismatch between
actual outcomes and initial expectations, thus confirming or disconfirming the effect of
formal organizational structures and systems. The cycle continues as individuals take
steps to compensate for those errors. Collinson and Cook (2007) define error correction
as a process by which members direct their energy toward a next step as they evaluate
why a strategy did not work and figure out what else can be done to move forward. Thus,
individual personal learning is the commencement of learning at the organizational level.
According to Argyris and Schon, for organizational learning to occur, the results of
individual learning leads to a new way of thinking and adjusted behaviours that are then
embedded in organizational systems and structures that influence how organizational
members will subsequently act. They conclude that, if this last step does not occur, only
individuals will have learned, and not the organization.
At the centre of organizational learning are the people of the organization. Kim
(1993) contends that organizational learning occurs through individual members, and is
therefore affected either directly or indirectly by individual learning. He adds that
learning occurs in all organizations whether they are set up to or not because they
ultimately learn via their individual members. Extending the notion that organizational
learning begins with the role that individual members play in learning at the
organizational level, Watkins (1996) states that, whereas learning can and does occur at
the organizational level, it is the individuals of the organization who bear the
responsibility for monitoring what is learned; and for designing systems and policies to
embed the learning into organizational practices; and to support and encourage
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continuous learning. Similar to Argyris and Schon (1978), she explains that
organizational learning only occurs through the experience and actions of individuals. It
seems clear, therefore, that individual learning is a foundational element of learning
capacity in an organization.
Mitchell and Sackney (2000) agree that learning capacity in an organization starts
with the people. They describe this personal capacity for learning as a blend of embedded
values, assumptions, beliefs, and practical knowledge of individual organizational
members. Within the organizational setting, individuals react and respond to the
environment in which they work, and they revise their beliefs and knowledge as
warranted by the responses. According to Senge (1990), a learning organization is a place
where people are continually discovering how they create their reality and how they can
change it. He explains that, at the heart of a learning organization, is a shift of mind from
seeing ourselves as separate from the world to seeing ourselves connected to the world,
from seeing problems caused by someone or something "out there" to seeing how our
own actions create the problems we experience. This perceptual shift connects learning
directly to the personal experiences of the individual and the impact of experience on
future behaviour.
According to Watkins (1996), organizations learn when individuals inquire into a
problematic situation on the organization's behalf. Individual questioning or inquiry is a
process of discovery that is the starting point for learning. Watkins explains that this
individual inquiry leads to changes in individual cognition. According to Collinson and
Cook (2007), individual inquiry is a vital, never-ending process. As an aspect of
organizational learning, the individual inquiry process focuses on the resolution of
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specific organizational issues or problems that can lead to cognitive change and
organizational improvement.
In the context of individual inquiry, Mitchell and Sackney (2000) describe an
initial learning stage of knowledge creation or knowledge construction as a process of
disciplined inquiry that seeks answers to current or long-standing problems of practice.
They explain that knowledge construction is a process of learning and a product of both
context and activity that entails a transition from familiar terrain to new territory. They
assert that this constructivist approach to learning is an organic process that emerges
naturally from the sense-making activities of individual learners. They state that effective
knowledge construction is labour-, time-, and resource-intensive, and that there must be
significant commitment by the individual and by the organization. They explain that this
commitment to learning is built by making it a clear focus and priority, directly and
explicitly linking it to daily activity, and grounding it in the contexts within which
organizational members conduct their work.
According to Argyris (1991), most people define learning too narrowly as mere
problem solving. He explains that, although solving problems may be important in
organizations, leaders and employees must look inward. He extends learning to include
this inward reflection and its translation into a change in behaviour. He explains that
organizational members need to reflect critically on their own behaviour, identify the way
they inadvertently contribute to the organizations problems, and then modify how they
act. Offering a similar position, Mitchell and Sackney (2000) state that personal learning
capacity entails more than just a quiet reflection in, on, and for practice that can lead to a
cognitive change. They explain that personal learning capacity requires an active change
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in both cognition and practice. They believe, along with Argyris (1993), that changes in
cognition are meaningless unless they lead to improvements in practice. They state that
personal professional capacity is wrapped up in both the cognition and actions of an
individual; therefore, if cognitive change does not improve practice, then profound
improvement has not occurred and learning has not occurred. They conclude that a
change in cognition is the necessary first step in the process of building personal capacity
for learning, but that the internal and external searches or inquiries that cause a shift in
perception or belief system must then lead to a change in practice. As such, learning is
anchored once the process leads to a modified behaviour or action.
Building personal capacity for learning offers important opportunities for
organizational leaders. Mitchell and Sackney (2000) suggest that the facilitation of
knowledge construction and the ensuing changes in practice can be a key component of a
leader's role. They describe this facilitation of knowledge construction as one of
honoring past successes as much as of infusing new ideas. Similarly, Senge (2006)
contends that truly effective leaders come to a shared appreciation of the power of
holding a vision for the future while looking deeply and honestly into current reality. This
approach to leadership implies a tension between taking the organization into a bold new
future and remaining connected to what can and should be maintained. Senge (2006)
describes a stewardship paradox whereby leaders face a trade-off between conservation
and change. He explains that leaders, while pursuing what is new and emergent, are also
stewards for that which they intend to conserve or preserve; and, what they seek to
conserve, paradoxically, may be a key to enabling change. For effective facilitation of
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knowledge construction to occur, leaders must find the right balance between these
seemingly conflicting objectives.
Mitchell and Sackney (2000) explain that leadership in the development of
personal capacity for learning involves accepting that some past practices will need to be
lost, and that this can lead to a period of grief for some organizational members. In this
context, they state that it is important for the leader as facilitator to ensure that losses are
acknowledged openly and sympathetically. They go on to explain that the leader needs to
honor the constant interplay and mutual influence between the familiar and the novel, as
new information is assimilated and old information is transformed. Also, they encourage
leaders, as facilitators of knowledge construction, to position innovations as
developments that build on the past and that help to realize the potential of former
practices, rather than as complete breaks from the past. A leader that uses this process of
facilitation can mitigate people's resistance to the inevitable change that relates to
learning. They will help people welcome new practice and, as necessary, let go of the
past, to ultimately embrace the change that is required.
With individual capacity for learning requiring a change in cognition and a
change in practice, and a movement from the past to the future, change is a core element
with which organizational members must contend. According to Capra (2002), the actual
end result or anticipated destination of a change process is often not known with
complete certainty and clarity. He asserts that managers are often unwilling to admit to
this uncertainty, and tend to hold things back, rather than communicating honestly and
openly. As a result, rumours fly, fear and anxiety escalate, and nobody knows what
information to trust, or whom to trust. He states that this fear and an ensuing lack of trust
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can lead to a strong resistance to change, compounded by feelings of uncertainty,
confusion, and self-doubt. In order for change to occur, people will need to overcome
fear. If learning relies on change, then leaders must seek opportunities to reduce the fear
and anxiety that change might trigger in organizational members.
Capra (2002) explains that people do not resist change~ they resist having change
imposed on them. Changing people's behaviour may be a challenge if leaders attempt to
force that change. According to Kayworth and Leidner (2004), the inability to change
people's behaviours may be the biggest impediment to managing knowledge and in
developing learning capacity. They explain that a fundamental role of leadership is to
foster the environment necessary to support efforts being made toward knowledge
creation. They express a concern that people may resist when knowledge creation
initiatives clash with existing organizational culture in attempts to impose change. People
may hold on too tightly to existing practices because of the comfort they feel with
familiarity.
Capra (2002) believes that experienced leaders recognize the emotions that are
integral parts of the dynamic of change, and that those leaders are capable of creating a
climate of trust and mutual support that enables change. People come to trust leaders by
being actively involved in the process of change as opposed to being so-called victims or
recipients of change. According to Argyris (1991), change has to start at the top in order
to mitigate defensiveness. The effective leader as a facilitator of knowledge construction
will commit to creating a climate of trust in order to minimize fear and anxiety and allow
the process of change to unfold. Since willingness to change cognition and practice is
core to individual learning, leaders must help people overcome their fears, no matter how
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unclear or uncertain the future may be, and foster an environment of trust to encourage
people to embrace change.
According to Argyris (1991), leaders of organizations often make the mistake that
individual learning occurs with the right motivation, in the belief that, when people have
the right attitudes and commitment, learning automatically follows. He says that attitude
alone is not enough for learning to occur and explains that leaders playa key role in
guiding and integrating the autonomous yet interconnected work of the people who
comprise the organization. His insight introduces the critical element of how people work
and learn together, which Mitchell and Sackney (2000) describe as interpersonal capacity
for learning.
Interpersonal Capacity for Learning
According to Senge (2006), individuals learn all the time, and yet with this
individual learning there is not necessarily organizationalleaming. Senge (1990)
introduces the construct of team learning and explains that it is the process of aligning
and developing the capacity of a team to create the results that its members desire. He
contends that team learning builds on personal mastery, whereby he identifies individual
learning as a critical element. However, Senge (1990) argues that teams comprised of
talented individuals are not enough to attain overall organizational capacity for learning.
Senge (2006) explains that as teams learn, they become a microcosm for learning
throughout the organization. This argument is consistent with Mitchell and Sackney's
(2000) claim that interpersonal capacity for learning "implies the presence of a wellfunctioning team of people who work and learn together" (p. 59). Teams are comprised
of individuals who learn. Interpersonal capacity for learning, therefore, is concerned with
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how the learning of individuals can or will transform into team learning and how people
learn together in building organizational learning capacity.
According to Argyris and Schon (1978), an organization is a collection of people
that decides and acts on a continuing basis and thereby becomes an instrument for
collective action. This collective action forms the basis on which interpersonal capacity
for learning is developed. Cook and Yanow (1993) explain that organizational learning
occurs when a group acquires the know-how associated with the ability to carry out
collective activities. Interpersonal capacity for learning enables modified group
understandings and collective activities with learning as a key collective process.
According to Mitchell and Sackney (2000), learning as a collective process takes
place in and through interactions with and between the people who operate as a
community of learners. Learning as a collective activity is at the heart of a learning
community, and community as the core for learning is an important theme in the
literature. In de Geus' s (1997) study of large corporations that had existed for over a
hundred years, he found that these corporations had survived major changes in the world
around them and were still flourishing with their corporate identities intact. He describes
his study sites as living organizations in which a common characteristic was a strong
sense of community with learning as a core activity.
According to Capra (2002), every organization has a cluster of interconnected
communities of practice. He states that an organization's aliveness resides in these
communities of practice and that the more people are engaged in these informal
networks, and the more developed and sophisticated the networks are, the better the
organization will be able to learn, respond creatively to unexpected new circumstances,
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change, and evolve. His description implies that a key element for building interpersonal
capacity for learning is the process of learning within a community of practice. Wenger
(2003) defines a community of practice by three features: (a) a joint enterprise, whereby
members possess a collectively developed understanding of what their community is
about; (b) mutual engagement of its members, where members interact with one another
and establish norms and relationships that reflect these interactions; and (c) a shared
repertoire of communal resources such as language, routines, tacit rules of conduct, and
knowledge. He says that to be competent in a community of practice is to understand the
enterprise well enough to contribute, to engage with the community and be trusted as a
partner in the interactions, and to have open access to the community repertoire and be
able to use it appropriately. Building interpersonal capacity for learning implies the
creation or emergence of these communities of practice with learning at the centre.
According to Wenger (2003), communities of practice are the building blocks of a
social learning system. In discussing interpersonal capacity for learning, Mitchell and
Sackney (2006) expand on the notion of communities of practice and social learning
systems or learning communities. They explain that learning communities have shared
mission, vision, values, and goals that are embedded in the hearts and minds of people
throughout the entire organization. They describe communities of practice as places
where shared understandings exist along with a shared commitment to collective
responsibility for improving the organizational function. People who comprise a
community of practice that has learning at its centre focus on reflective practice and
experimentation, examine alternatives, and develop new strategies in a space in which
they can learn from their efforts and their mistakes. Wenger (2003) describes such
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learning as the interplay between personal experience and social competence, and he
argues that participation in communities of practice is essential to meaningful learning.
This interplay among organizational members is critical in the learning process as
it connects interpersonal capacity for learning to the role of communities of practice.
Mitchell and Sackney (2006) clarify that a community of practice is characterized by a
collaborative work culture, whereby people learn from one another within an
environment of teamwork. Interplay between and among individuals as a key element of
learning is supported by Watkins's (1996) position that collaborative structures enhance
organizational capacity for learning. Wenger (2003) builds on this collaborative element,
explaining the importance of organizational members having a sense of belonging in the
development of community. Kantor (2001) explains that community is an organizing
principle that allows people to collaborate quickly and effectively. As such, a learning
community of practice relies on a collaborative approach to work.
In exploring the role of organizational leaders, Wenger (2003) claims that a
community of practice depends on internal leadership that help the community develop.
Similarly, Kanter (2001) asserts that community does not just happen in organizations:
leaders must explicitly promote it. To build interpersonal learning capacity, these authors
suggest that organizational leaders need to playa key role in encouraging or creating the
appropriate conditions for the existence or emergence of learning communities. In
contrast, Argyris and Schon (1978) observe that, in large complex organizations, leaders
succeed one another while the organization remains very much itself, and that learning or
failing to learn often has little to do with the leader. Their argument implies that the
development of a learning community may outlast the coming and going of
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organizational leaders. In this context, de Geus (1997) presents a similar position,
revealing that, although the leaders of the organizations he studied changed, the ability of
the organization to continue to learn remained intact despite those changes. Although this
result may seem to contradict the earlier position that leaders need to create a learning
community, it is possible that learning communities had already become entrenched in
these enduring organizations and were not significantly affected by changes at the
leadership level. One way or another, building communities of practice around learning is
a key feature of building interpersonal capacity for learning, and leaders can playa role in
the process.
With leaders having the opportunity to create community and to build
interpersonal learning capacity in their organization, the challenge is in what they can do.
Wenger (2003) asserts that communities of practice grow out of a "convergent interplay
of competence and experience that involves mutual engagement" (p. 229). He explains
that with mutual engagement, organizational members negotiate their individual and
shared competence through experiences of direct participation. By encouraging this direct
participation and mutual engagement, Wenger (2003) contends that leaders contribute to
building a social unit for learning. In the organizations studied by de Geus (1997), he
explains that they had built a sense of community and collective identity around a set of
common values that leaders referred to in the process of building community. Providing
further insight on what leaders can do to build community, Mintzberg (2009b) suggests
that leaders need to stop practices that undermine community, such as treating people as
nothing more than human resources and firing them in great numbers when the company
has not met performance targets. He states that an organization "has to shed much of its
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individualist behaviour and many of its short-term measures in favour of practices that
promote trust, engagement, and spontaneous collaboration" (p. 142). By encouraging
mutual engagement and communicating common values, shedding a focus on short-term
results, and nurturing an environment of trust, leaders can create the right conditions for
community that promotes interpersonal capacity for learning.
In creating a climate for community, Mitchell and Sackney (2000) suggest that
dialogue and professional conversations play an important role. Similarly, Senge (2006)
explains that team or community learning involves mastering the practices of dialogue
and discussion, the two distinct ways that groups of people converse. He describes
dialogue as the free and creative exploration of complex and subtle issues that includes a
deep listening to one another, and the suspending of one's own views. In effect, a group
explores an issue from many points of view. By contrast, he explains that in discussion,
different views are presented and defended and there is a search for the best view to
support decisions that must be made at the time. Senge (2006) contends that most teams
lack the ability to distinguish between the two types of discourse, and to move
consciously between them, and that team learning involves creatively balancing the
forces opposing productive dialogue and discussion. He concludes that mastering team
learning is a critical step in building organizational learning capacity and that leaders play
a key role as facilitators in the team learning process. That is, leaders help to ensure that
productive discussion and dialogue occurs among members of various teams and across
the organization.
Isaacs (1993) defines dialogue as a sustained collective inquiry into the processes,
assumptions, and certainties that compose everyday experience. He asserts that dialogue
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enables working together, creating things together, and allowing new possibilities to
emerge. Collinson and Cook (2007) describe collective inquiry as a valuable jobembedded form of learning. Dialogue and the collective inquiry that occurs among a
group of individuals is therefore an important element of interpersonal capacity for
learning. Collinson and Cook explain that collective learning experiences that generate
shared understandings through coordinated action provide members with a variety of
ideas and experiences. Isaacs adds that constructive dialogue requires a safe environment
for people to participate openly and honestly. In other words, dialogue or professional
conversations need to be conducted in a safe environment of respect and trust in order to
engage open and honest communication among the individuals and groups that comprise
the organization.
Openness and candor appears to be a critical element in the development of
interpersonal capacity for learning. Senge et al. (1999) explain that, as candor increases,
sensitive issues become explicit. They argue that building a capacity for openness is
fundamental in developing a climate of community and learning. According to Capra
(2002), leaders need to increase an organization's connectedness, openness, and
movement of information. The challenge is often in creating a collective environment in
which the movement of information can occur most effectively. Such an environment
relies on interpersonal trust. Mitchell and Sackney (2000) assert that trust is a necessary
element for openness in a learning community. They explain that, as trust levels increase,
participation in collective processes also increases. Mitchell and Sackney (2009) explain
that, without trust, people stay behind closed doors and seldom venture into collaborative
work, and that collegial conversations remain at a superficial level and never move to
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deeper analysis that can lead to creativity and innovation. Fink and Hargreaves (2006)
contend that trust amounts to people being able to rely on each other and that trust
consolidates energy, commitment, and relationships. In order to build interpersonal
capacity for learning, leaders must somehow ensure that interpersonal trust is developed,
maintained, and continuously reinforced between and among all members of the
organization.
Collinson and Cook (2007) explain that an organizational environment that values
free flow of ideas and encourages risk taking and innovation will push people beyond
direct inquiry that is more formal and based on specific objectives to indirect inquiry that
occurs more naturally. According to Collinson and Cook, indirect inquiry, which consists
of informal discussion and dialogue, will unleash tacit knowledge. Nonaka (1991)
describes tacit knowledge as the often subjective insights, intuitions, and hunches of
individual employees that are deeply rooted in action and in the individual's
understanding of their personal context. He explains the importance of an environment
that enables access to those insights and makes them available for testing and use by the
organization as a whole. Collinson and Cook warn that an environment of fear, control,
or rigidity is likely to suppress indirect inquiry that allows a free flow exchange of ideas
that lead to this tacit knowledge. As a result, important unarticulated information and
ideas may remain hidden, buried in the minds of organizational members. Tacit
knowledge, according to Collinson and Cook, is important because it can help people to
develop innovations that are most suitable for their particular context, or enable people to
make adjustments based on a more complete understanding of that context. They
conclude that, given the importance of tacit knowledge to organizational learning,
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organizational norms should allow for the purposeful surfacing of tacit knowledge
through dialogue and meetings. Leaders can playa critical role in cultivating an
environment with organizational norms that foster trust, open dialogue, and discussion. A
leader's commitment to these areas can lead to communities of practice focused on
learning, which are fundamental to the development of interpersonal capacity for
learning.
Organizational Capacity for Learning
According to Argyris (1991), organizational learning occurs when people at all
levels of the organization combine the skills and capabilities they possess with the ability
to work effectively in teams, form productive relationships with others, and critically
reflect on and change their own organizational practices. Organizational learning capacity
relies on and extends personal and interpersonal capacity for learning in order to build
new individual and group understandings that lead to modified individual and collective
behaviour. According to Argyris and Schon (1978), organizational learning happens
when individual discoveries, inventions, and evaluations are embedded in organizational
memory. Similarly, Watkins (1996) states that, inasmuch as organizations learn, this
learning occurs when new practices, values, or understandings are retained, crystallized,
or embedded in the organization. Watkins explains that the process of embedding is a key
concept in understanding learning at the organizational level. She describes it as a
systematic effort to capture in some permanent way the learning of individuals and
groups by capturing it in organizational routines and databases. This process of
embedding individual and group learning in order to shape future individual, group, and
organizational behaviour is essential for learning to have occurred at the organizational
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level. Organizational capacity for learning, in other words, depends on how personal and
interpersonal learning is retained and embedded in the organization.
Given the importance of personal and interpersonal capacity for learning, there
are questions about what support is required at the organizational level to develop and
sustain this capacity. Argyris (1991) suggests that organizations should have structures
that support individual learning, such as compensation programs, performance reviews,
and corporate culture designed to create motivated and committed employees. In a
similar context, according to Mitchell and Sackney (2000), a learning community is
supported when organizational structures, power dynamics, and procedural frameworks
support professional learning for individuals and for groups. These formal structures are a
foundation of organizational capacity for learning.
Organizational capacity for learning requires other forms of support. Mitchell and
Sackney (2000), for example, contend that organizational capacity relies on access to
resources and on the development of organization-wide systems to support key functions.
Senge (2006) indicates that organizational capacity begins with the design of governing
ideas such as the organization's purpose, vision, and core values by which the people of
the organization live. Mitchell and Sackney (2006) explain that organizational capacity is
concerned with building structures that create and maintain sustainable organizational
processes. Fink and Hargreaves (2006) agree and add that, when new knowledge comes
into the organization, there need to be systems, processes, or structures in place to make it
stick, transfer it to others, or embed it in other people's memory. These structures playa
key role in supporting the learning process by enabling the retention of new knowledge.
Kantor (2001) adds that these structures should include standard procedures and
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information systems and a uniform infrastructure. She explains that they send an
important message to organizational members by clarifying responsibilities and
establishing shared disciplines and routines; and they provide common vocabulary,
language, and tools that make it easy to do routine things quickly.
Designed structures are, according to Capra (2002), always created for a purpose
and embody some meaning. He sees designed structures as those that are described in the
official documents of an organization and that provide the rules and routines for stability
and the effective functioning of the organization. Examples he provides include formal
meetings, documented policies and procedures, and clearly articulated lines of reporting.
These structures provide stability, continuity, and reliability, and seem to be foundations
of a sustainable organizational capacity for learning.
Wenger (2003) asserts that formal organizational designs and processes are
important but their primary value is in the service of informal processes. Along a similar
line that elevates the importance of informal behaviour and processes, Kantor (2001)
explains that, although formal systems and processes can produce official integration,
community is the behavioural and emotional infrastructure that makes organizational
processes effective. She explains that there is more to organizational community than
structure and compliance; it requires voluntary collaboration and soul. Although the
notion of an organizational soul could not be found elsewhere in the literature, it connects
to the concept of organizational culture. Schein (1985) explains that culture is comprised
of taken-for-granted implicit assumptions shared by members of the organization that
shape how they perceive, think about, and react to their environment. According to
Kayworth and Leidner (2004), culture consists of values, which are embedded tacit
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preferences about what the organization should strive to attain and how it should do it. In
building learning capacity, Watkins (1996) suggests that organizations require supportive
learning cultures. Similarly, Kayworth and Leidner recommend embedding learning into
the organizational culture. An organizational learning culture will support learning
among individuals, groups, and across the organization. Kayworth and Leidner explain
that organizational culture is a shared mental model that influences how the individuals
of the organization interpret behaviours of others, and how they, themselves, behave.
Whether it is the organizational soul or not, the notion of culture is an intangible element
that relates to the idea of voluntary collaboration and offers the behavioural and
emotional support that Kantor suggests is necessary to link formal structures. Hence, a
learning culture builds bridges between formal structures that support learning, thereby
contributing as an important element of organizational capacity for learning.
Kayworth and Leidner (2004) argue that leaders who wantto build organizational
capacity for learning work toward a culture that fosters and rewards the creation and use
of knowledge, as well as its sharing among individual members and groups. With the
need to establish such a culture, the role of leaders in building learning capacity is quite
significant. According to Mitchell and Sackney (2006), direct involvement of the leader
is central to the successful development of a learning culture. What may not be clear is
the specific role that leaders can play in fostering this culture.
Although designed structures playa key role in organizational capacity for
learning, Capra (2002) states that designed structures do not have the necessary
responsiveness and learning capability that informal, emergent structures can offer.
Providing a similar point of view, Kayworth and Leidner (2004) suggest that learning
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capacity may in fact be hindered by organizational cultures that are highly formalized and
that depend heavily on standard operating procedures, rules, and regulations as templates
for decision-making. They argue that these formal structures can stifle learning capacity
if organizational members attempt to address novel problems with fixed patterns of
thinking. Capra suggests that emergent structures, which come from the informal
networks and communities of practice, provide novelty, creativity, and flexibility. In this
context, Kantor (2001) contends that community action and spirit permit speed and
seamlessness, encourage creativity and collaboration, and release human energy and
brainpower. Although structured systems and processes play an important role in
sustaining learning capacity, the emergence of unstructured processes leads to a different
level of learning that can enhance organizational capacity for learning.
Interestingly, emergent structures and designed or formal structures seem to be
opposing forces that could conflict with one another in both purpose and design. Yet, by
their very nature, they are each essential in building organizational capacity for learning.
Capra (2002) contends that skillful leaders understand the interdependence between the
two types of structures and find the right balance between the creativity of emergence and
the stability of design. This approach equips leaders to build organizational capacity for
learning that will enable people to respond most effectively to perpetual and increasingly
rapid changes in their operating environment.
The Role of Leaders in Building Learning Capacity
Building personal, interpersonal, and organizational capacity for learning all
require leadership. Fullan (2001) argues that leaders in business and education face
similar challenges of how to cultivate and sustain learning in their organizations under
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conditions of complex, rapid change. According to Senge (2006), bringing about the sorts
of changes needed to create organizational learning capacity is challenging work that
requires real leadership. Although leaders play an important role in building learning
capacity in their organizations, the challenge lies in knowing the nature of their role, the
level of their involvement, and the depth of their commitment.
Mitchell and Sackney (2006) state that direct involvement of the organizational
leader is central to successful development of a learning community and describe leader
involvement with four key attributes of being: (a) the center; (b) the holder of the vision;
(c) the builder and; (d) the role model. In a similar vein, Senge (2006) affirms that leaders
are designers, teachers, and stewards in the process of creating a learning organization.
Fullan explains that successful leaders pursue moral purpose that is concerned with
direction and results; understand the change process, build relationships, and foster
knowledge building while honoring complexity and the process of discovery; and strive
for coherence by seeking clarity and patterns that are worth retaining. He states that
leaders can work to build understanding and insight regarding the complexity of their
organizations and the environment in which they operate but can rarely control them.
These three sets of authors describe similar leadership constructs and roles in building
learning capacity. Although the terminology they use varies somewhat, they offer a
common message: A leader provides or articulates vision, direction, and purpose;
contributes to the design, building, and stewardship of internal structures and
relationships; is at the centre of, though not necessarily in control of, the complex journey
of discovery; and behaves as a role model in building learning capacity.
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According to Mitchell and Sackney (2000), leaders provide the sense of direction,
coherence, and coordination to actions and activities of the organization. Capra (2002)
contends that the traditional idea of a leader who has a vision and articulates that vision
clearly with passion and charisma is still applicable as they take their organizations where
no one has gone before. This is important in building learning capacity since learning in
an organizational setting often entails a new way of looking at things. Building capacity
for learning requires following a path that may be very different from what they had
previously followed. The direction provided by leadership will help to push the
organization and its members down that path.
In setting direction, leaders should avoid being too specific and need to allow for
enough ambiguity to engage organizational members in the discovery of a new future. In
discussing knowledge building in organizations, Nonaka (1991) acknowledges that
ambiguity can be useful in building learning capacity because it provides a source of
alternative meanings, a fresh way to think about things, and the emergence of new
knowledge. While allowing for this ambiguity, Nonaka explains that leaders are also
responsible for articulating the organization's conceptual umbrella, whereby the leader
gives voice to the company's future in order to orient knowledge-creating activities of
employees, and to give these activities a sense of direction. He cautions that this
conceptual umbrella or vision needs to be open-ended and susceptible to a variety of
interpretations for enough ambiguity so as not to seem like an order or instruction, which
could constrain creativity.
In addition to enhancing creativity, Nonaka (1991) suggests that a nominal

amount of uncertainty will be useful in building commitment of organizational members
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to knowledge creation and learning. Leaders, therefore, need to find the right balance
between providing clarity of direction around a vision that coordinates and aligns
organizational activities, while allowing alternatives to emerge from the creativity of
organizational members. Finding the right balance between clarity and ambiguity will
enable leaders to harness the creative energy of organizational members and build their
commitment to learning.
The notion of leaders engaging others in building learning capacity implies that
leadership for learning capacity can come from various individuals in the organization.
Senge (2006) asserts that leadership should not reside solely with the top management of
an organization. He states that applying the word leader to positional authority
oversimplifies and fails to address the importance of leadership at all levels in the
organization. Mitchell and Sackney (2006) state that learning organizations are
characterized by distributed leadership in addition to strong leadership from the top. They
explain that communities of practice develop communities of leaders. Mintzberg (2009b)
makes a similar point that a community requires a robust form of leadership called
engaged and distributed leadership by which leaders not only are personally engaged but
also engage others so that anyone and everyone can exercise initiative. According to Fink
and Hargreaves (2006), distributed leadership is a genuine sharing of responsibility and is
foundational in the creation of a learning community. Capra (2002) contends that leaders
of future learning organizations will change internal power relations from domination and
control to cooperation and partnerships. His vision of the future leader is as a facilitator in
the emergence of novelty, creativity, and leadership capacity in others. Kouzes and
Posner (2006) agree that the success of leaders is dependent upon the energies and effort
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of others. These various arguments indicate that sustainable organizational learning and
change relies on the development of networks of leaders who engage people from across
the entire organization, tap into their capacity for leadership and creativity, and share the
burden of building learning capacity.
By distributing leadership, formal leaders may relinquish some control to become
more of a facilitator in the process, with less focus on driving the building of learning
capacity, and more focus on creating the environment in which learning can take place.
Watkins (1996) states that an organization with the capacity to learn is one that works to
remove barriers to learning. Nonaka (1991) offers that the best a leader can do in a
knowledge-creating organization is to clear away any obstacles and prepare the ground
for self-organizing groups or teams. For leaders who have historically felt the need to
control and be in the so-called driver's seat, this could prove to be a challenge that
requires a different set of skills. Mintzberg (2009b) explains that a community-oriented
organization requires just enough leadership to intervene when appropriate while
encouraging people in the organization to get on with things. In the context of leadership
and communities of practice, Hosking and Morley (2003) acknowledge that leaders have
special responsibilities, one of which is not to ignore the talents of followers. The
authors, in fact, upgrade the role of followers in four key ways. According to Hosking
and Morley, leaders link their own knowledge and experience to that of others; help to
organize negotiations within and between groups; deal with the cognitive and political
aspects of the core problems in decision-making tasks; and focus on key dilemmas in
individual and collective tasks. In these ways, leaders behave more as catalysts for
change, making connections between themselves and others in the organization,
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identifying links among and between the problems at hand, addressing these problems
with a holistic approach, and recognizing that everyone in the organization plays a role.
Capra (2002) describes such leaders as individuals who create conditions for change
rather than giving directions for that change, and who use the power of authority to
empower others. These authors agree that building learning capacity requires strong
leaders who accept a reduced level of direct control, value the power of people and their
capabilities, and encourage and support distributed leadership throughout the
organization.
An important element of creating the conditions for organizational learning lies in
formal and senior leaders behaving the way they want others to behave. This notion of
the leader as a role model is described by Mitchell and Sackney (2006) as the confluence
of words and actions, which is consistent with Capra's (2002) description of the leader as
one whose actions embody certain values to which others should strive. Edmondson et al.
(2008) state that, by modeling desired behaviours, leaders are likely to foster greater
learning. The leader as role model will be dependent on the credibility of the leader and
whether or not people believe in what the leaders are modeling. According to Kouzes and
Posner (2006), leader credibility hinges on the belief that they are personally accountable
for their actions as measured against the standard of shared values upon which the
members of the organization have agreed. They conclude that, if leaders do not accept the
consequences of their own actions, cynicism can emerge throughout the workforce,
which could affect leader credibility and diminish the influence of the leader as a role
model. Leaders build and retain credibility with organizational members by behaving in
the way they want others to behave, and holding themselves accountable when they fail
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to do so. By doing so, leaders will be effective role models, demonstrating their
commitment to learning, and influencing the behaviour of other organizational leaders
and members.
The credibility or trustworthiness of leaders will determine the effectiveness of a
leader as role model. According to Fink and Hargreaves (2006), sustainable leadership
depends and thrives on trust, and Kouzes and Posner (2006) assert that trust is a prerequisite for leaders to get anything done. They explain that employee trust for their
leaders flows from the leaders' willingness to be vulnerable and open to and carefully
listening to others, so in order to foster an environment of trust, leaders must be open to
learning from others.
Valuing what others have to offer is a critical element of effective leadership in
building learning capacity. Kouzes and Posner (2006) assert that people perform more
effectively when their leaders treat them with dignity and respect, listen to them, support
them, recognize them, and show confidence in them. Demonstrating this confidence in
what others have to offer expresses trust in organizational members that will foster a
more open relationship. Woodruff (2001) discusses the notion of reverence and explains
that a reverent leader maintains a commitment to valuing what others in the organization
have to offer. He goes on to warn that leaders who think they have perfect knowledge are
usually in for a surprise and that overconfidence is an ever-present danger in a human
mind. Leaders must accept that they do not have all the answers and that to build learning
capacity they need to value what others in the organization can contribute.
A final element for leaders to consider is the importance of being reflective about
their own capability and the value that others have to offer. Mintzberg (2009a) offers
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insight on the importance of a leader being open to listening to and learning from others.
He explains that effective leaders are reflective - they know how to learn from their own
experience; they explore numerous options; and they back off when one doesn't work, to
try another. Dweck (2008) explains that effective leaders maintain an open mindset and
are willing to admit and correct their deficiencies, and are constantly trying to improve.
Mintzberg (2009a) adds that leaders reflect on their own capability and possess a high
level of humility about what they know as leader, or think they know, and also about
what they don't know. Kouzes and Posner (2006) offer a similar position that the best
leaders are highly attuned to what's going on inside themselves as they are leading and to
what's going on with others. An effective leader remains aware of what their limitations
are and acknowledges and values what others have to offer as they continuously strive to
improve themselves as a leader.
Chapter Summary
In today's complex and unpredictable environment, educational, business and
non-business organizations of all shapes and sizes require the capacity to learn. The
organizational learning capacity framework described by Mitchell and Sackney (2000) is
structured around the development of personal, interpersonal, and organizational capacity
for learning. Capacity at all three levels must exist in order to successfully build learning
capacity in organizations. Leaders are at the organizational helm and must therefore play
an integral role in demonstrating and cultivating commitment, building trust among the
members of the organization, and developing an environment of open and honest
communication, all of which contribute to the building of learning capacity.
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Leaders are indentified throughout the literature as playing a role in building
learning capacity. Different leaders may have different approaches to building learning
capacity. The literature does not reveal that a single proven approach exists and specific
examples are limited. As a result, further exploration can expand and elaborate on what
successful leaders do to build learning capacity in their organizations. That exploration
was the purpose of the research reported in this document. The research approach and
methods that guided the investigation are described in the next chapter.

CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
The literature review outlined in the previous chapter indicates that leaders play
an important role in the process of building learning capacity. The objective of the study
is to explore and gain an understanding of the role of leaders in building learning capacity
in their organizations. This chapter describes the research design and methodology used
to conduct the research. It outlines how the participants were identified and secured; the
design of the research instrument that was used; how the research was conducted and data
was collected; how the analysis was performed that led to the results; ahd how the
credibility of those results was established.
Methodology
The research followed a qualitative interpretive research approach (Creswell,
2008) to explore what leaders have done to build learning capacity in their organizations.
According to Creswell, "qualitative research is interpretive research, in which [the
researcher] makes a personal assessment as to a description that fits the situation or
themes that capture the major categories of information" (p. 245). The research
completed was subject to interpretation by the researcher based on past experiences,
existing knowledge of the subject, prior research, and personal biases.
According to Creswell (2008), qualitative research uses an open-ended approach.
The purpose of the research was to address the question of how leaders developed
learning capacity in their organizations. A variety of appropriate and successful strategies
were likely to exist, and it was unclear, prior to commencing the study, what these
approaches were. Consequently, the objective was to ask questions that provided the best
opportunity to gain insight from the leaders being studied. Open-ended questions allowed
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the participating leaders to relay the greatest amount of information regarding their
personal experience in building learning capacity.
Creswell (2008) explains that qualitative research seeks to explore and understand
a central phenomenon, which for this study is what leaders did to build learning capacity
in their organizations. The research process begins by gathering information from
participants. Creswell notes that an open and flexible approach to data collection implies
that the central issue might be modified or a new phenomenon might emerge that
suggests new avenues for data collection. This flexibility was valuable for this study
since a single answer on how leaders create learning capacity in their organizations does
not appear to exist. An open approach allowed the research questions to evolve during the
research process based on the responses of the participants. This flexibility, along with
the continuous interpretation of the data being collected, allowed the research process to
respond to and reflect the lived realities of the participants.
Research Design
The design for the study is described by Creswell (2008) as a collective case
study. In this study, three leaders were selected as cases to be studied. The examination of
multiple cases of individual leaders from separate and different types of organizations
provided a range of insight. It allowed for an opportunity to compare and contrast and to
illustrate varying approaches, and it revealed remarkably similar perspectives. Together,
the similarities and differences revealed by participating leaders provided valuable insight
into the guiding question.
Creswell (2008) describes qualitative research as an inductive approach, whereby
the researcher seeks a deep understanding of the views of different individuals and draws
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results from the data collected from the participants. Creswell adds that the intent of
qualitative research is to understand and explore the central phenomenon as opposed to
developing a consensus of opinion. Since the central phenomenon of how leaders build
learning capacity is an emerging topic, the objective was to learn as much as possible
from the individuals who participated in the research.
Site and Participant Selection
According to Creswell (2008), the research process for a collective case study
includes the collection of data from a small sample of study participants. The term used
for this sampling strategy is purposeful sampling. With this form of sampling, specific
individuals were purposefully and intentionally selected in order to optimize the
opportunity to gain insight and understanding of the central phenomenon. Creswell's
theory or concept sampling is a purposeful sampling strategy in which a research sample
is selected for its ability to provide insight into a particular concept or theory. This study
specifically identified leaders who have successfully created learning capacity in their
organizations. The leaders selected understood what is meant by the concept of building
learning capacity and had actually done it in their organizations, so this offered the best
opportunity for the researcher to learn.
Since learning and change are closely connected, the selection process began with
the identification of organizations or sub-organizations that have undergone significant
change or are currently in the process of changing and that have continued to function
effectively and responsively throughout the process. In determining the most appropriate
organization and leaders, organizations that employ knowledge workers were identified
as the most likely source of leader participants because they survived and thrived by
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capitalizing on the role of people and the knowledge and experience those people
possess. The expectation was that leaders of such organizations are more likely to value,
understand, and have relevant experience. The organizations that were identified included
professional services firms, financial institutions, technology companies, advanced
manufacturing enterprises, and certain organizations in the non-profit and public sectors.
For the sake of convenience, selected sites were limited to the geographic area in or near
Toronto, Ontario.
The goal was to interview a senior leader from three different organizational types
in order to investigate what they had done. Within each selected site, leaders were sought
who understood the essential role of learning in successful organizational change, as well
as the role of leaders in building learning capacity. This selection process was based on
what Creswell (2008) describes as a reputational sampling approach. Through a network
of personal and professional contacts, potential participants were identified based on
references and recommendations until an appropriate sample group was selected. To
identify appropriate research participants and to secure interviews, the objective was
described to various professional and personal contacts in addition to a description of the
nature of suitable leaders. This process yielded a number of potential candidates, and
contact with them was made and the process continued until three suitable individuals
had agreed to participate
The three leaders who were secured for the research each represented a different
type of large organization. The three organizations selected were a Canadian public
company with international manufacturing and processing operations, a sub-organization
in a large multi-national professional services firm, and a large public-sector
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organization. All three organizations employed several thousand people and operated
with multiple locations. The leaders had gained a reputation for successfully building
learning capacity in these organizations. In addition to personal and professional
connections, I was able to secure access to the three senior leaders on the basis of the
credibility of the Master of Education program at Brock University and the credibility of
the organization for which I work, while confirming that the research was not being
conducted in connection with my employer.
Instrumentation and Data Collection
According to Creswell (2008), the qualitative research process relies on general
and emerging forms of collecting data that consists of text from interviews or
observational images. Creswell notes that data collection in qualitative research is driven
by the desire to learn as much as possible from participants. He explains that this includes
learning from the things they say, from the answers they provide to interview questions,
from the behaviours they display while being studied, and possibly even from the
behaviours of others around them.
Creswell (2008) explains that, with a small number of participants in qualitative
research, the process requires greater access to each individual, typically through in-depth
interviews and observations. In the case of this study, one-on-one interviews were
conducted with the selected participants. The study included two in-depth interviews with
each participant: an initial interview during which the research instrument was used as a
guide and a follow-up interview that was used to address questions that emerged during
the initial data analysis. The second interview was also used to gain additional
clarification on the data collected from the initial interview. The first interviews were all
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in-person and lasted from one and a half to two hours. The participating leaders shared
information about their experience in building learning capacity in their organizations. As
planned, all three leaders also made themselves available for second interviews that
lasted between one and one and a half hours, during which participants provided further
insight and clarified their position on various issues that emerged during the first
interviews. Interviews were held in locations that provided limited opportunity to observe
the organization for which the leader worked, so observations were not used as a source
of data.
According to Creswell (2008), data collection is built around a central question
that constitutes the purpose of the research study. Creswell suggests that this question
begins with the word how or what, in order to specify the central phenomenon that is
being explored. The data collection protocol was therefore developed around the
question: What did these leaders do to build learning capacity in their organizations?
From that foundation, an interview protocol was developed to guide the interviews and to
record notes and comments during the interviews. The protocol was generated with
Creswell's suggestion that it consist of one overarching question to open the interview,
followed by 5 open-ended sub-questions that could be used to seek deeper understanding
of the issues. The interview questions were developed after a preliminary literature
review (see Appendix A).
Creswell (2008) suggests that the interview form used to collect data should
contain instructions for the interview process, key messages regarding the research study
that may provide context for participants, and space to take notes of the participant
responses. During interviews, Creswell recommends asking the questions as planned and
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allowing flexibility for a new direction to emerge and questions to evolve. In addition to
the research questions, Creswell suggests the use of clarifying and elaborating probes to
clarify points and to encourage interviewees to expand on their ideas as necessary. These
probes were added to the interview protocol as sub-questions under each research
question (see Appendix A). The first interviews were completely open-ended and
revolved around the leaders' description of what they did to build learning capacity. The
questions and probes were only used as necessary, while affording each leader the
opportunity to fully recount their story and share their personal experience in building
learning capacity in their organizations. Upon conclusion of the first interviews, detailed
notes were created to gather the results of the first interview data. These notes were given
to participants prior to second interviews to allow them time to prepare for the second
interviews. These notes established a starting place for the collection of data during the
second interviews, allowing participants an opportunity to confirm content and provide
clarification, and to validate their acceptance of the key themes identified during the
preliminary analysis of first interview results. The second interviews all began with a
review of these notes that allowed the leaders an opportunity to reveal further insight
around the issues they had raised. The second interviews allowed for greater focus on
exactly what the leaders had done in the process and precisely what role they had played.
The questions from the protocol, along with the additional probing questions, were used
to a greater extent during the second interviews seeking clarity and answers for the
questions that had not been previously addressed, if the leaders felt they were relevant. In
addition, the leaders were each asked to discuss what had contributed most to their
success, and what had been the most challenging, and to identify the barriers to success
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that had arisen and what they did to get beyond those barriers. In conclusion, they were
asked if there was anything else they wanted to share that had not previously been
covered.
The data collected from the research process consisted of the recorded first
interviews, a verbatim transcription of each of those three interviews, notes that were
taken during these first interviews, and detailed notes that were taken during the second
interviews.
Data Analysis
The data collection process resulted in an abundance of data to be analyzed. The
analysis of the data was completed with the objective suggested by Creswell (2008), that
it is "best to write a qualitative report providing detailed information about a few themes
rather than general information about many themes" (p. 252). Creswell identifies four key
features of qualitative data analysis. Firstly, he describes the analysis process as
inductive, whereby the analysis takes the details and particulars of the data collected and
the researcher advances these to general codes and themes. The ultimate goal of this
process is to focus on high-level general themes that lead to a larger consolidated picture
of the situation or central phenomenon being studied. Secondly, Creswell states that the
analysis of qualitative data takes place simultaneously with data collection, whereby
personal reflections and experiences add insight to the data being collected and to inform
subsequent rounds of data collection. Creswell adds that aspects of the report may be
drafted during the analysis and collection processes. Thirdly, Creswell explains that data
analysis is an iterative process. This approach allows the researcher to cycle back and
forth between collection and analysis. Finally, Creswell describes the analysis of
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qualitative data as a repetitive process. The data are read many times and insights gained
during this process are continuously added to the analysis. Each re-read and re-working
of the resulting groupings leads to a deeper understanding of the information revealed in
the data.
Creswell (2008) contends that there is no single best approach to qualitative data
analysis. All researchers find the approach with which they are most comfortable and that
is most appropriate for the study being completed. The analysis process used for this
study evolved as the research proceeded. It included the four key features identified by
Creswell, and relied on a personal assessment of the data. Creswell describes this
approach as interpretive, whereby previous knowledge and experience of the researcher
affects the analysis performed.
A preliminary analysis was conducted immediately after each first interview
during the collection process. Upon completion of all three first interviews, a more
detailed exploratory analysis was completed. This analysis led to initial thoughts on how
to organize the data and led to early reflection about ideas for subsequent data collection
and possible themes for further data analysis. Considerable time was spent after each
interview to reflect on what had been said and how it related to other interviews and the
central question. Analysis occurred between interviews to identify issues to explore
further in subsequent interviews, and it occurred prior to second interviews to identify
gaps to be filled, issues on which to seek clarification, and results from the initial
interview that would benefit from elaboration and confirmation. Although drafting of the
report did not commence during this preliminary analysis, the form of the report and
framework that would ultimately be used was already being considered during the second
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interviews as a result of the initial data analysis. The data was grouped and organized as
much as possible during the collection process. A preliminary analysis was performed
upon completion of the initial interviews in order to identify early themes. This helped to
shape the second interviews. Upon completion of the second interviews, a further
exploratory analysis was performed on all the collected data. As Creswell (2008)
describes, this process provided a sense of the whole and allowed for early consideration
of the underlying meaning of the data while beginning the inductive phase of data
analysis.
Creswell (2008) describes the step that followed the detailed analysis as the
process of coding the data, during which the data are divided into text segments and
labeled with descriptive and/or interpretive codes. Creswell's recommendation to limit
the number of codes to 10 to 15 per 20 pages was used as a guide for the coding process.
This step required a substantial amount of time. First, key issues and points were
identified in the transcripts and notes. They were then collected and organized based on
similarities and common elements that were drawn from my prior understanding of the
topic and the review of literature completed prior to data collection. These codes tended
to be two- to four-word phrases that defined specific data points. After all the text was
coded, similar codes were grouped with the goal of further reducing the number of codes.
At this stage, 17 codes were identified and were listed across the top of a spreadsheet.
The various data points from each participant were displayed under these codes in the
spreadsheet.
At this stage, the entire database was reviewed again to gain clarity of how the
details fit into a big picture. The data points and sub-codes were examined for specific
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supporting codes with the objective of grouping the list of codes into a smaller set of
explanatory themes. Creswell (2008) suggests that this process should yield no more than
five to seven themes or categories. In accordance with Creswell's explanation, the theme
development was an iterative and repetitive process that consisted of continually
reflecting on the data in light of the purpose of the study, potential answers to the major
research question, and an in-depth consideration of the central phenomenon.
Subsequent to this lengthy in depth analysis of the data, during an interim meeting
with my advisor, I described the research results and my overall understanding of what
the participants had done to build learning capacity. This dialogue gave me the
opportunity to reflect on the data and my analysis with a big picture approach that had
been difficult to do while analyzing the data by myself. I had become so close to the data
that I was having difficulty pulling myself back out of the trees in order to see the forest.
As someone who prefers to talk about and verbalize thoughts this allowed me to
articulate what I had learned from the research. My advisor took notes of the language I
used and the issues I raised with a particular focus on the terms and words that I most
commonly used or repeated. During this process a single word emerged numerous times
as I relayed my understanding of the results of the research and that word was leader
commitment. I found myself organizing the data in my mind in a simple to explain format
that surrounded this issue of leader commitment which connected closely to the data
collected from the interview process. In addition, as I described this leader commitment,
it seemed to relate to a number of key areas.
At this stage, I returned to the data and performed an in-depth follow-up analysis.
As I reviewed the detailed interview notes and interview transcripts it became apparent
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why I had used this language during my description of the results to my advisor. The
language used by participating leaders connected closely to a number of key themes and
on further review of the data points and the codes that had been used in the detailed
spreadsheet, leader commitment emerged in the context of four key areas that could help
to re-group and provide further focus for the data points.
To facilitate this final stage of data analysis, I generated a visual map of the data
that had been accumulated in the spreadsheet and reorganized the data points around the
four elements of leader commitment. Visual aids assist my comprehension of concepts so
this exercise in connection with further reflection on the transcripts and detailed interview
notes helped to gather the various codes and related data. The four elements of leader
commitment that emerged are: (a) commitment to the process of building learning
capacity; (b) commitment to organizational objectives and results; (c) commitment to
personal actions and behaviours, and (d) commitment to the people of their organizations.
These four elements of leader commitment were used to present the research results in
Chapter Four.
Establishing Credibility of the Data
Data were collected from three different participants, representing three different
organizations. The approach identified different perspectives and behaviours and yet,
interestingly, the study revealed remarkable similarities across the three organizations.
With three different leaders from different organizations having identified similar
approaches, this provided strong support for study findings and for the credibility of
results and the final report. Creswell (2008) describes this approach to establishing
credibility as triangulation.
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It was also important to ensure that data were accurately collected and that each

participant's account had been accurately conveyed in the report. Accuracy ofthe data
was achieved by asking each participant to confirm the data that they had personally
provided. Each participant received the transcript of his or her first interview along with a
detailed summary of the data and the codes or groupings gleaned from the data. They
were asked to indicate whether the transcripts, summaries, and codes reflected the data
they remembered having provided. The second interviews began by asking each
participant to provide clarification and to correct any errors or misinterpretations they had
detected in the documents. Clarification was provided, and no errors were identified. The
detailed notes from the second interviews and a draft of the chapter that presented the
research results were also reviewed by participants for accuracy and completeness.
Creswell (2008) calls this process member checking.
In addition, Creswell (2008) describes the use of an external audit, in which an

outside expert examines the research process, the data, and the interpretations of the data.
To conduct the audit, I identified an individual who has experience in conducting
qualitative research and who holds a Master of Education degree. This individual
reviewed the research design, evaluated the approach, assessed the analyses that evolved
from the transcripts and notes, and provided feedback. This feedback confirmed an
appropriate collection process, accuracy of the research summaries, and an appropriately
applied analysis process. The results of the external audit provided further evidence to
support the credibility of the data.
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Ethical Considerations
The research conducted during this study involved the interviewing of human
participants. As such, the study followed the guidelines for conducting research with
human participants, as specified by the Brock University Research Ethics Review Board.
Prior to commencing the research, the proposed study was reviewed and cleared by the
Brock University Research Ethics Review Board (see Appendix B).
The topic addressed and the research methodology applied is considered low risk.
Each participant was fully informed about the purpose and shape of the study, along with
their role in it, and they had control over their decision to participate or not. They were
informed that there was no obligation to participate. Also, interviewees were informed
that, at any time during the study, they had the right to withdraw from the study or to
refuse to respond to questions without penalty. If anything had arisen during the
interview process that caused discomfort on the part of a participant, the individual would
have been reminded that they had the right either to refuse to answer that question or to
withdraw altogether. None of this became an issue, and all participants completed the
research process without any hesitation.
The participation of all interviewees was completely confidential. Neither the
individuals nor the organizations for which they work have been identified in any data
records or in the final report. In the final report, participants are referred to by
pseudonyms. In addition, the final report excludes any details that might be identifiable
or recognizable with respect to either the participants or their organizations. Participants
were assured that the research was conducted in connection with the Brock University
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Master of Education program and that none of the information collected would be shared
with any other organization.
A limited risk existed regarding the desire of interviewees to avoid revealing
proprietary or firm-owned information or intellectual property. Although this information
may have proven to be integral to the research, only the information that participants
were comfortable to disclose publicly was included in the final published report. Since
the research objective was to focus on the specific role and actions of the leaders,
participating leaders were able to avoid the disclosure of proprietary information.
Anything that might be considered proprietary that was revealed during the interview
process was excluded from the data records and from the final report.
Assumptions and Limitations
Creswell (2008) explains that qualitative research has strengths and limitations
that must be acknowledged for purposes of this research. A fundamental element of this
form of research is that it relies on the interpretations of the researcher and the research
participants. This interpretive aspect, according to Creswell, is both a limitation and
strength. By its very nature, the approach is subjective since the participants are
describing their experiences and interpretations purely from their perspective. In addition,
the researcher, as the driver of the research process, is the key research instrument,
whereby the researcher may influence the data collection process. Although an interview
protocol was developed as the primary research instrument, the researcher may adjust the
direction of the dialogue, add comments, and consciously or unconsciously direct the
research results during the data collection process. Although these issues can limit the
objectivity of the research, they can also add value. Both the participants and the
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researcher bring to the process their personal experience and understanding on the subject
matter, thereby leading to further insight and results that might not have been anticipated
during the original development of the interview protocol.
In addition to interpretation during the data collection process, interpretation is a
key element of the data analysis. Creswell (2008) explains that this interpretation
includes a personal assessment at various stages along the way. Ideally, the interpretation
within this study has added value through the unique perspectives and personal
experiences of both the interviewees and interviewer. The interviewed organizational
leaders shared their personal perspective on organizationalleaming. Their individual
approaches revealed similarities in addition to unique methods and points of view, so an
interpretive research approach was most appropriate since it allowed the participants to
share information that extended beyond the interview questions. The unique
interpretation of the data by the researcher provided additional insight into the issues
being studied. On the other hand, the interpretations included in this study must be
considered in light of any predisposition and personal biases of the researcher on the
subject matter. As Creswell explains, this does not mean that one interpretation is better
or more accurate, nor is one interpretation inferior to others. It simply means that
researchers bring their own perspective into the interpretation of research results, and this
sheds a unique light on the issues being studied. Recognizing that subjectivity is integral
to qualitative research is fundamental to interpretive social science. The sample used for
the research was a small group of three senior organizational leaders. Although this
approach is limited, in terms of the breadth of coverage, its strength lies in the depth of
data collected. The study focused on an in-depth exploration of participant experience
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with the central question of what they did to build learning capacity. Creswell explains
that it is typical of qualitative research to study a few individuals or cases. This allows for
the development of an in-depth picture of each situation and this opportunity diminishes
with the addition of more individuals or sites.
Three senior organizational leaders were selected as participants for the interview
process. Although there were initial challenges to accessing senior leaders in order to
collect data, suitable leaders were identified and secured for the research. The
interviewed leaders were chosen on a reputation basis so they were all interested in
participating. Given the seniority of their roles, they were busy people, which limited
their availability. A key to success was in making the process as convenient as possible.
Participants were encouraged to select the interview time and location that best suited
their schedule. In order to avoid surprises and to mitigate the risk of their withdrawal
after the process had already begun, participants were advised from the outset of the
anticipated time commitment and the intention to hold two interviews. Knowing the
anticipated time commitment early in the process gave each participant the opportunity to
assess their ability to participate and to decide accordingly. To allow further flexibility,
they were offered the opportunity to be interviewed by telephone, particularly for the
second interview. One participant accepted this option for the second interview due to a
significant travel schedule and various other commitments.
Chapter Summary
The research approach, as outlined in this chapter, was conducted with leaders
who revealed how they built learning capacity in their organizations. An inductive
qualitative research approach was used to gather data through interviews in the form of a
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collective case study. This allowed for the greatest amount of flexibility to gain a
complete understanding of what participating leaders had done. Research triangulation
from the use of three participants, content confirmation from the participants, and the use
of an auditor, all contribute to the credibility of the data and the results that emerged. An
in-depth analysis of the data collected during the interviews revealed four elements of
leader commitment that are used to present the results of this research in the next chapter.

CHAPTER FOUR: PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The purpose of this research was to investigate the role of leaders in building
learning capacity in their organizations. Three leaders who had successfully built learning
capacity in three different types of large organizations agreed to participate in the
research. The leaders, identified by the pseudonyms of Anne, Bill and Ron, were
interviewed to explore what they had each done. After a preliminary analysis of the data
collected during these first interviews, a follow up interview was conducted with each
leader to further investigate specific areas. An inductive analysis of the data confirmed
that the leaders played a critical role in building learning capacity in their organizations
through their commitment to (a) the process of building learning capacity; (b)
organizational objectives and results; (c) their personal actions and behaviours, and; (d)
the people of the organization. In this chapter, these four elements of leader commitment
are used to organize the presentation of results.
Commitment to the Process of Building Learning Capacity
The data revealed that commitment by leaders to the process of building learning
capacity was a foundation for all three participants. It also revealed that it was a
comprehensive and complex process requiring the leaders' understanding of, and direct
involvement in, the adult learning process, which formed the basis for learning in each of
their organizations. To demonstrate their commitment and to optimize the chance of
success, these leaders ensured adequate allocation of resources and the appropriate
application of formal structures, policies, and procedures. In discussing the process, they
all acknowledged the challenge of time and cautioned that building learning capacity
would not happen overnight.
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Adult Learning Process
All three participants expressed a keen understanding of the adult learning process
and the attention it warranted as a keystone in building learning capacity across their
organizations. Ron stated that "the adult learning process is very different from the
educational process that we were exposed to early in life, as children." They all explained
that the process involved more than providing employees with in-class learning
opportunities or tuition reimbursement. It was a combination of individual learning,
relevant on-the-job experience, and on-going coaching. Anne described this combination
as "the three formal elements of adult learning that was established for all staff at [name
of organization]."
Across the three organizations, individual learning and development began with
in-class training that was made available to all employees. Ron explained:
We had a whole portfolio of courses developed and delivered across [the
organization], ranging from technical accounting and budgeting-type courses to
governance and accountability, risk management, and values and ethics. The inclass opportunities we provided were foundational in beginning the process.
Bill stressed the importance of individual training over a long period of time, explaining,
"we ran heavy duty training for the last ten years." Anne summarized that "we had a
commitment to developing individuals and building learning capacity at every level."
This was a consistent message.
Two of the interviewed leaders identified the importance of making the training
available to all employees. In reflecting on his experience, Ron provided the following
insight:
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I think back to what we did in [the organization] with training. We said, "Go out
broad and don't try and pick a specific group and train them." Then what we said
in our messaging was that [the training we were doing] was everybody's business.
When you're doing training and introducing training, you have to be cognizant of
the fact that you're technically giving someone a competitive advantage over
others that are employed in the same type of job as they are, and that there could
be a backlash of, "They're getting something that I didn't." So we worked hard
from senior leadership to make sure training was available to everyone. I was
trying to change a culture, so everyone had to be involved.
Anne explained the importance of inclusiveness: "with a very diverse population, we
wove inclusiveness into [the individual development process] and worked toward a level
playing field." Inclusiveness, by making training available to all employees, was critical
for these leaders.
In their approach to individual learning, all participating leaders expressed that

adults learn best when taught by someone they respect and who can provide context to
the learning. To accomplish this end, all three ensured that leaders were involved in
delivery of the training. Bill stated that "the faculty, each one of those leaders in our
business, takes those sessions to a higher level." Anne highlighted the role of leaders:
"One of the key things was having a leader be very, very visible in [the learning process],
and having [the learning process] be integrated into the business as opposed to something
separate". She later added that "senior staff and managers were involved in delivery of
training and were able to build significant context around the technical content." The
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value of involving leaders from across the organization in the training process was
identified by all three participants, and Ron provided insight on why:
We had mid-level leaders who gave the training, who were respected and
provided participants with context or real-life examples ... one of the leadership
decisions we made early on in the process was to try and get, as often as possible,
in-house trainers who were at senior levels, who could walk the talk, and talk
about. .. how [the topic being covered] impacted them.
He later offered an alternative approach that he had found to be effective: "Even if all
sessions could not be specifically delivered by leaders, we supplemented the trainer with
additional spokespersons who were in [senior leadership positions at the organization].
They could answer questions in the proper context". Involving leaders in the delivery of
staff training was a valuable and effective element because the leaders were respected by
the staff and provided context for the learning.
A second critical element of adult learning identified by all three leaders was the
role of on-the-job experience, which gave employees the opportunity to apply what they
had learned. Bill stated that "all the in-class training won't work by itself. People need
the experience in their work; they needed the opportunity to apply what they learned, test
it out." He shared his thoughts about on-the-job experience: "I believe that 80% of all
adult learning occurs through the work they do and the experiences they have. I, and the
leaders of [name of organization] are committed to this." Anne stated that "experience is
the second critical element of learning." She described the experiential approach she had
implemented in her organization:
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We built a whole infrastructure around providing experience to employees and
developed a curriculum of experiences that everybody needed in order to develop.
Leaders across the organization took the time to assess the level of experience that
each employee was attaining in their job, and decisions on staffing arrangements
were directly affected by a formal plan to provide critical and relevant experience
to their staff.
She shared a key challenge of the process they had established:
Ensuring all employees received relevant experience was not ari easy process, and
some [leaders] were frustrated by it because it meant that you're constantly
teaching people. You've always got new people coming up into [the business].
We try and have continuity on accounts, on clients. And that was hard for [those
delivering client services]; when you're under the gun, that [leads to] time
pressures. It would be much easier if you could just bring somebody along who
had done it before.
Without sacrificing a high quality of client service, her organization gave high priority to
providing employees with the experience they needed to develop effectively. All three
leaders expressed their commitment to providing employees with appropriate and
relevant experience as an integral part of the adult learning process.
A final aspect of the adult learning process was the role of coaching and
counseling. Anne explained the approach that her organization took: "We engaged [a
professional external expert] to develop coaching training specifically for us, for our
leadership and senior staff... we developed master coaches; we took senior practitioners
and we had them go to five days of coaching training". Anne's process did more than
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identify coaches and tum them loose. They taught people how to be effective coaches.
Bill described a similar approach in his organization, explaining that "one-on-one
coaching was the glue that made all other training and development stick; we
implemented coaching programs, job shadowing, and a Socratic method of building
individual learning capacity, with leaders sharing their knowledge and personal
experiences". In talking about coaching at his organization, Ron added that "the value of
coaching emerged in helping people see options for how to do things." All three leaders
were committed to coaching as the third foundational element of the adult learning and
development process.
The data revealed that leader involvement in the delivery of training and in
coaching resulted in multi-directional or reciprocal learning. Ron referred to this as a
"knowledge transfer" between participants. He explained that "while leaders taught, they
accepted that they also learned from those whom they were teaching; that's when an
educator and a leader is really doing a good job, when they're learning as well as the
class is learning". Bill explained that "leaders who delivered the training also learned and
they were able to take the content and behaviours they taught back to their own
workplace." Anne pointed out that "[leader coaches] learned to operate the way they were
training their staff, and capacity emerged at other levels, extending across the
organization." In all three cases, the learning process, as two-way or reciprocal, was a
valuable outcome of leader involvement in the delivery of learning activities and
coaching.
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Anne summarized her commitment to the adult learning process through the three
foundational elements of individual training and development, on-the-job experience, and
coaching, explaining that "they existed to support and enhance each other." She stated:
The three elements of training, experience, and coaching were essential to the
adult learning process. We always look at everything. If you need sales skills, for
instance, you need the technical sales training, you need sales experiences, and
you need a coach. Actually, everything has to have those three elements for it to
be really successful.
The adult learning process required more than in-class and other individual learning
opportunities. It extended to the incorporation of on-the-job experiences, and the
important inclusion of coaching for real success.
Participants observed that people often learn best by making mistakes. They
identified this as part of the experiential aspect of learning. Ron stated, "If you never
make a mistake, you will never really learn." Bill described how mistakes can be an
important learning opportunity if properly managed by leaders:
The expectation is that you don't win big without making mistakes along the way.
If you want to win big, you're going to lose some, too. Mistakes can lead to
learning, but they cannot be allowed to occur without appropriate consequences.
It's not enough to allow people to make a mistake. People must learn from the
mistake to ensure the same mistake does not happen again; you have to have a
consequence. Leaders follow up on mistakes and ask for answers.
For Bill, the learning value came from subsequent reflection on mistakes:
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Reflection was a critical component of personal growth and learning, from senior
leadership throughout the entire organization. Leaders asked themselves and
others to be honest with themselves and to really come to understand themselves
and why the mistake was made.
Anne was cautious in her comment:
Mistakes could be problematic when dealing with technical issues in serving
clients; however, making the mistake was useful when time was given to reflect
on why and how the mistake was made ... the real value came from sharing the
results with others ... and was viewed as a valuable learning opportunity.
Bill extended the idea of group reflection by describing a process of critical incident
reflection that had been established at his organization:
This was an important process for the team whether or not it was perceived that a
mistake was made .. .it was about the process. It was not always about the
rightness of decisions but about the process of making the decision. It was critical
for people to be involved and really contribute, and leaders encouraged people to
openly and honestly share their learning experiences.
Anne added that "committing to and consistently applying this process is a way to build
fertile soil for other initiatives, always focusing on what can be learned from each other,
from shared experiences, from mistakes made." In all three cases, making a mistake was
considered an important part of the learning process, and subsequent reflection on the
mistake, by the individual and with a broader group, was what led to greater learning.
Diversity of the workforce emerged as an important learning issue for two of the
participating leaders. Anne explained:
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The importance of leaders taking account of diversity and the different abilities of
people in the learning process - we identified early that certain individuals and
groups were unable to develop in the same way as others and were not being
given the right opportunities to progress and ultimately succeed. And it was
usually two things: one was they didn't have the right kind of experiences, so they
were on the wrong clients; the second thing was that they tended not to get the
kind of coaching and mentoring that they needed, so they tended to focus on
narrow technical competencies.
She added later:
Subsequent to these early observations, we acted and began modifying the way
people were gaining access to the experience that they needed to develop ... we
established a process that identified and selected people for engagements and
projects that provided equal access to experiences that these individuals needed to
progress at the organization ... For me, this platform, which was far more
egalitarian, which had this committee that was allocating client work, addressed a
key part of [the diversity issue]. It was not necessary to do the same things others
have done to be successfuL.We're all different, and we should celebrate the
differences.
At Ron's organization, the workforce was also highly diverse, and he commented that
"Different people learn at different speeds and in different ways ... gender, culture, age,
and even socio-economic circumstances of their lives impacted the way people learned
and was a key consideration in the development of learning and development
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opportunities". For these two leaders, diversity of the workforce required careful and
thoughtful consideration in order to design and deliver appropriate learning opportunities.

Adequate Resources
Resources in the context of this research were identified as money and time. All
three leaders reflected on the importance of committing adequate resources to the adult
learning process. Specifically, they commented that it was a costly process that required
an adequate budget. Anne clearly articulated, "It was a high-touch model ... so we
allocated considerable budget to this project." Ron commented that "anything leaders feel
is a priority for the organization requires the appropriate allocation of budget dollars." He
later explained:
We invested considerable dollars into the development of courses. I said to the
[top leader], if we think this training is essential and important to the organization
as a whole, then it has to be paid for out of the corporate budget. .. and he agreed.
Bill added that adequate budget allocation demonstrated leadership commitment:
With a large organization like ours, the development and delivery of training was
an expensive endeavor. Leadership demonstrated clear support for the process by
putting our money where our mouth is and putting up the dollars and budget to
ensure success.
In all three cases, the commitment of adequate budget dollars was a critical success
factor.
In addition to dollars, the commitment of leader time was another critical success

factor. Anne stated:
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It was much more than dollars ... that is often easiest to address .. .leaders needed to
be willing to put the time in: time to review staff, time to participate as coaches,
time to attend and even deliver training. In professional services, time is a
precious commodity, and leaders committing their time demonstrated their
commitment to a successful process.
Ron shared the important message that leaders' involvement sent to employees:
Leader involvement in the delivery and development of courses required time.
The willingness of leaders to be involved was critical. .. Leadership demonstrating
real commitment to the training process ... real commitment from top leaders by
attending many of the courses and stating, "I wouldn't have you guys taking a day
out of your life and coming down here for training unless I thought it was
important enough to be here myself." I think that was another key success factor
in our training program.
In all three cases, the leaders committed their time, which was a scarce resource, to the

learning process, thereby demonstrating their commitment to the process.
Employee time was another scarce resource. Leaders demonstrated their
commitment to the learning process by allowing people the time to participate in learning
activities. Anne described her commitment:
We have a demanding, client-focused environment; deadlines are part of our
lives ... making space for education and development that might at times conflict
with other priorities was not initially a welcome concept. I had to sell other
leaders across [organization name] that it would benefit the longer term. Staff
would develop stronger skills and be more effective in time, if given the
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opportunity now to learn and develop through training, relevant experience, and
coaching.
The other leaders made a similar point, and Bill took it a step further:
Not only did we allow time for training; it was required. An aspect of staff
development and the formal review process was focused on their involvement in
training, investing time in that process. Responsibility was put on their shoulders,
and leaders from the very top down to line supervisors supported and reinforced
this.
The importance of allowing people the time to learn, and perhaps even requiring them to
commit their time, was another way by which the leaders allocated resources to the adult
learning process.
Appropriate Use of Formal Structures, Policies, and Procedures
All three leaders explained that structured processes, policies, and procedures
were effective tools in support of adult learning and contributed toward the building of
learning capacity. Bill explained it in the context of a large organization: "Structure in the
form of policies and procedures are critical for larger organizations. Weare a large
corporation, and we operate across Canada and internationally ... We needed policies and
procedures that provided structure to the process ... to ensure consistency." Anne
explained how they helped clarify leader commitment and expectations for individual
learning and development:
A big part of our success was the creation of a formal structure. This reduced the
risk of a vague idea not being implemented. It was something concrete ... that was
getting attention and demonstrated a leadership commitment to the process of
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learning. They were critical in the early stages to demonstrate leadership and
organizational commitment. .. formal structure, process, policies and procedures,
and regular meetings helped get over the initial hurdles and through the initial
barriers to change.
She later elaborated:
Generally people initially will resist change, resist something that is taking them
from their comfort zone to the unknown, uncertain if it will really take hold and
remain, with the attitude of, "Why change if we're only going t6 be doing
something else soon anyway?" So the formalization of certain aspects of the
process demonstrated leadership and organizational commitment; i.e., it wasn't
going away - at least not right away!
The presence of formal structures ensured consistency and reinforced the commitment of
leaders and the organization to the learning process. Anne offered insight on the need to
time the application of formal structures appropriately:
Structure leaves little room for flexibility and innovation, which was okay in the
early stages. More formal structure means for more rigidity, which helped get on
the right path even if it may have constrained innovation in those early stages. As
time went by and the process got further down the path, structure could be
softened; we began building in opportunities for more creativity and innovation the importance of learning from experience to date and evolving the process; the
process evolved toward the identification of best practices, learning from each
other, looking at internal successes, and allowing flexibility.
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Her experience revealed a need for balance in the application of formal structures, with
an appreciation of the circumstance in which they would be most effective.
Although formal structures, policies, and procedures demonstrated leader
commitment to organizational learning in the larger, more diverse organizations, Ron
observed that such formality might not be welcome or useful in a smaller organization.
He contrasted his two most recent leadership experiences: one in the extremely large
organization to which most of this research pertained; and another more recent
experience with an organization that was quite small. He commented that, in the smaller
organization "where people are down the hall and everyone that comprise the
organization are in the same building ... formal structures may be considered overkill or
overly bureaucratic." He explained:
I have been criticized [in the smaller organization] for putting in too many
structures and too many controls ... that what I was trying to put in here was what I
put in at [the name of the large organization]. There's a key difference here, trying
to get 60 or so people to think the same way as you do, and move forward in the
same pattern. Getting 60 people thinking together and moving forward in a
consensus is something you can do verbally without formal systems ... or certainly
fewer. You can hold meetings and develop consensus together. You can walk the
talk and do all those things .... The tools I used when trying to get [thousands of]
people turned around and thinking from a different perspective were certainly
different than the tools that you would use when you're trying to get 60 people
thinking in the same direction. A large organization needs more robust and
comprehensive policies, procedures, and formal structures that support the
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learning process than a small organization, in which I can call a meeting and tell
everyone, or run down the hall and talk to people directly.
Formal structures were identified as necessary under certain circumstances and at certain
times, but they may not be appropriate in all cases. The participants balanced the use of
formal structures, remaining aware of how and when it was best to apply them,
depending on the size and complexity of the organization.
The Challenge of Time - A Long Term Commitment
As they discussed what they did to build learning capacity in their organizations,
all three leaders reflected that it was a comprehensive and complex process that took a lot
of time. This was clarified by Anne:
It's a long term initiative, and it would really change our people ... we had steps
and things that we did to build the cultural aspects of this ... and I knew that
culture shift can't happen overnight. It takes a long time ... years. Building
learning capacity is a complex process.
Bill tied the building of learning capacity to longer-term objectives:
Building learning capacity is all about the longer term view; it required leadership
vision for 3 to 5 years out, with the priority to increase depth of talent; to prepare
the organization; to be adaptable and flexible; to be able to change in accordance
with what the environment requires of it. .. an acquisition or merger; new big
product; new business; expansion ...
While sharing his story, Ron identified the importance of patience and commitment:
Building learning capacity takes time and cannot be rushed; allow the change to
take hold in the organization ... We were trying to change a culture, and that takes
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a lot of time ... five years, maybe more. To be successful, you've got to have
leaders that don't give up the first time there's a bump on the road.
Participants relayed a consistent message that building learning capacity required a longterm commitment. In relation to the long-term nature of building learning capacity, Bill
raised a paradox: "Corporate performance is often measured on an annual or even
quarterly basis, so if board and top leaders are focused exclusively on short-term
corporate results, it is next to impossible to effectively build learning capacity". At his
organization, leaders knew it was necessary to "take a long-term perspective on this .. .
build learning capacity over the long term." He acknowledged that short-term pressure
can obstruct the longer-term focus:
Sometimes leaders do not have a choice, and must focus on the short
term ... Sometimes business requires quick response and the leaders and
organization must be prepared to respond .... Leaders need to know when to step
back and re-focus on the longer term and not allow the organization to become
one that continually exists in a "fire-fighting" or reactionary mode.
During the second interview, he warned of the negative implications of a consistently
short-term or reactionary focus: "Some leaders get into the habit of turning everything
into a firefight. In these cases, nothing is stable; change is constant, often without a
longer-term view of building learning capacity - that makes building of learning capacity
impossible." Sounding like a response to the warning raised by Bill, Ron explained that
effective leaders need to adapt:
Leaders are flexible in moving education and learning capacity forward at
different times in different ways; being prepared to adjust according to
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circumstances ... being open to and able to move and change quickly. For
example, today's economic circumstances are causing organizations to reduce
current learning activities ... they need to be ready to ramp up again quickly when
circumstances change again ... so do things differently for now, and continue
momentum with low cost activities.
These insights reinforced how leaders needed to remain committed to the long-term
nature of building learning capacity, even if at times they were required to address shortterm issues.
The benefits of a long-term endeavor such as the building of learning capacity
could be difficult to sell under various circumstances. All three leaders raised this as an
issue for different reasons. Anne explained the impact on the process when leaders'
remuneration was determined by annual organizational results: "Leaders who were
looking to retire in the next few years had difficulty with investing now for the long
term ... why would they want something that is going to contribute to future
profitability ... maybe ... that will negatively affect current results?" Bill explained the
challenge of a long-term focus in a public company: "Current investment behaviour
impacts the way the market perceived the company ... the market tends to focus on shortterm results ... [inconsistent with] the effect [learning capacity] has related to the pressures
of meeting market expectations for [quarterly] profitability and share price." Ron
identified the challenge for organizations in the public sector, whereby organizational
leaders "were impacted by political changes; terms rarely as long as four years, often as
short as two or three ... this had serious implications for big organizational change projects
that take longer periods of time." All three participants expressed how the challenge of
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time was a difficult obstacle to overcome; and in all three cases the leaders persevered
and remained committed to the long-term nature of building learning capacity.
Commitment to Organizational Objectives and Results
In building learning capacity, the leaders confirmed their commitment to
organizational objectives and results. They stated that it was essential to have a clear
direction of where they were going and how learning would be integral to the success of
the organization. They set the course with a vision that was clearly articulated, broadly
communicated, consistent with organizational values, and contributed to organizational
alignment. They identified the importance of managing risk and they measured progress
and results that connected to the objective of building learning capacity.
Set the Course - A Vision for Learning

Given the long-term nature of building learning capacity, the participants
explained that a clear vision of the future was a key element of their success. Ron stated
that "a successful leader has a good idea of what the vision is they're trying to
accomplish ... It's what set the course for where we were headed in changing the
organization." Anne described how she used the vision with fellow leaders:
I had a vision, towards which I wanted to drive the organization ... We had a
master plan to build learning capacity into the process ... I was committed to that
vision and was able to explain it to fellow leaders - that I really think this is so
important for us, for the future.
Bill explained:
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Leaders have a vision for the future. They take the opportunity and have the
ability, while they're governing the business, to think about it in the long view,
and operate it towards the long view, not just today, today, today!
For all three participants, the vision was essential in setting the direction and driving the
organization toward a future state.
All leaders possessed a personal commitment to their vision for learning. They
worked toward gaining acceptance and building commitment to it across the
organization. Anne revealed a strong position on this matter:
1 was committed to building learning capacity into the fabric of the business ... 1
saw the need for learning capacity. 1 thought of it as an important role. It was not
something that was an add-on or nice to have. It was about changing our
business ... 1 went on a kind of road show to meet with the [other senior leaders].
And 1 explained why 1 thought it was important.
She added later that "our goal was to build broad-minded professional advisors that
ultimately would have even greater value to clients." Ron also stated that "leaders find a
way of getting people to see that vision and accept that vision with you ... there had to be
the buy-in of the other people at the top." Bill provided insight on the commitment of his
organization's most senior leadership in disseminating their vision:
Senior leaders committed in the range of 15% of their time to the vision,
communicating about the vision, building leadership and people commitment and
alignment around the vision ... connecting learning capacity to the aspirational
goals for the company that include profit, cash-flow, growth, sustainability.
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In all three cases, the leaders played a key role in communicating the vision, building

broad understanding, and gaining buy-in with fellow leaders and other members of the
organization.
The vision helped leaders provide employees with a clear understanding of
overall expectations. All three explained that the vision articulated clarity about longer
term organizational objectives for learning. Bill stated that "most employees, in order for
them to do their job, want clarity of context and clarity of the goal or the expectation or
the objective. They're not looking for rocket science. Most front line employees just want
clarity". Ron offered a close connection between vision and the success of the process:
Integral to our success was there had to be the sharing of the vision and
understanding of the vision by the people at the top and by all staff. .. [Leaders]
find a way of getting the people to see that vision and accept that vision with you.
In describing her approach, Anne explained "I painted a picture of what it could be, what
it would mean to each one of them. And I described what it would be like in a way they

could understand. And that really resonated". In all three cases, leaders were committed
to helping others see and understand the vision in order to provide clarity of direction and
overall expectations.
Participants also identified the importance of organizational values in holding the
vision together. Bill explained it most clearly:
Values are the foundation of how an organization operates, and I think the values
should be set by the highest authorities in a business .... Today we have values
that are written and posted around the company and on our website. They
articulate many of the values of the [founder who was CEO and board member].
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He later explained that values extended beyond what was written to what was
demonstrated in the consistency of leadership behaviour:
If you went to any [name of organization] employee, they would say, "Oh yeah,
[the CEO, Board and other senior officers] were very value-centric and very
consistent about it in their decisions, how they hired, how they fired, and how
they would treat people. Everything was very consistent."
Ron distinguished values as being inherent in the nature and purpose of his organization:
"Our organization was very diverse with a wide range of operational and organizational
objectives. People generally joined our organization to make a difference; to contribute
and add value in some way". He added later, that "we built the vision of learning and
changing the way we did things around this fundamental value ... consistent values that
people could ultimately fall back on were critical." Although building learning capacity
was integral to her vision, Anne confirmed her commitment to organizational values:
We never lost sight of our top priority of superior client service ... That's what this
was ultimately all about. .. It was an opportunity to create an organization of
professionals who could more effectively address client issues, so that we could
anticipate, and respond to emerging client issues on a more timely and effective
basis ... We blended the value of learning with superior client service.
Commitment to organizational values was a priority for all three leaders in connection
with setting the course for building organizational learning capacity.
Organizational Alignment
Building learning capacity was a complex process that required the leaders to
align the organization around the vision and values. Anne described the process:
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A whole lot of cultural things that we did at the same time ... what we did right
was, well, it wasn't one thing. There were all kinds of threads that were woven
together to make this thing work ... and it really wasn't powerful enough unless it
was across [name of organization], across Canada.
She added later:
I don't think people really understood all the things we were doing, but they were
all linking. There was a master plan, and they were linking together and
supporting each other. So each thing reinforced the other ... we put in place a
whole lot of different things that would all support pushing people towards our
ultimate vision.
Bill elaborated on organizational alignment:
Most senior leader(s) build alignment with vision into brand and among all
stakeholders including employees, customers, investors, etc. - always focused on
remaining true to the vision ... It was critical for us to align operational goals and
organizational results with vision and with building learning capacity.
Ron identified the opportunity to align the behaviour of other leaders and staff with "a
clear vision that I could describe to other leaders and staff across [the name of
organization] ... that got leaders all on side, providing a common direction among senior
leaders and all staff'. He added during the second interview that the vision helped to
"align actions toward the end goal . ..by linking policy with the training and other learning
opportunities that were rolled out, and ensuring consistency between them."
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All of the leaders shared their experience in building organizational alignment
around their vision of learning. Bill drove this deep into the operations of his organization
by linking work and learning across three organizational levels. He explained:
The top leader was accountable to the Board, shareholders, and other stakeholders
for values and the vision. He continuously worked on goal congruence,
communicating and promoting across the organization, accountable to the Board
for the alignment of the behaviour of all other corporate leaders and staff with the
vision ... the alignment of processes and alignment of performance
measurement ... this was a significant amount of work and effort, and leaders must
commit to this process. The second level was with the direct reports of [top
leaders], who had more of an operational focus. They participated in establishing
targets connected to clearly articulated organizational objectives, and they agreed
to focus on achieving those results. At [organization name] senior leaders
continuously checked in with their direct reports. They let them do their job while
ensuring they never lost sight of the underlying priority, which in this case
included the goal of learning. [This was then] pushed down to the next level. They
made their direct reports accountable for the achievement of learning, building it
as a priority into the employee review process, policies, training, and operational
procedures.
Bill, his organization, and its leaders were intensely committed to aligning the vision of
learning throughout the organization. Ron offered a slightly different perspective:
Having clearly defined objectives, using those objectives to do resource
allocations amongst limited resources, setting targets and measurables, developing
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action plans to meet those targets, and then measuring them and reporting on
performance were critical for our success .. .it was what set the course for where
we were headed.
Anne added a caution:
Leaders need to set targets for people, benchmarks against which they as
individuals and the organization as a whole will be measured ... set targets that are
a reach but that are attainable; set overall goals that are consistent with the vision
and direction for goal congruence, and be careful not to set goals that may in fact
undermine this overall direction.
In spite of this caution about the risk of unintended consequences when setting goals or
targets, all three leaders were committed to driving the vision of learning into
organizational objectives and into the behaviour of organizational members.

Risk Management
Participants declared that, while building learning capacity, taking risks may in
fact be necessary and needed to be managed. Anne shared her perspective that "there was
a risk related to the vision I had, and I knew other leaders believed there was a
risk ... people thought that I was going to blow up the practice ... for me, building learning
into the organization was intuitive". She managed the risk by "looking closely at other
models and the experiences and lessons they had learned. I read a lot of articles that were
analyses of [similar approaches], looked at which ones succeeded, which ones failed, and
what made the difference". Bill described the benefits of taking risk while stressing the
importance of managing it:
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The best learning often comes from experimenting, trying something new, making
mistakes, and taking some risk. We encouraged people to take some risk in order
to learn new and better ways of doing things .. .in business, we know that risk can
lead to reward, and we managed that risk. We articulated acceptable loss
parameters in taking risk ... and ensured risk was managed across the organization.
According to Ron, "leaders enable the taking of 'calculated risk' ." He explained:
Everything is a risk in life, so you can't avoid that. If you don't identify [the
risks], and you don't set up plans to deal with it and you don't bring down the
residual risk to an acceptable level up front, things can go very wrong ... we
needed to all agree, up front, on the level of risk that is acceptable.
Anne shared a similar perspective during the second interview:
Leaders encouraged risk-taking by providing the right kind of support around it.
Knowing that risk was connected to the learning process, and that learning
capacity emerged from the ability and opportunity to take some risk, it was
important to understand the organization's risk tolerance.
None of the three leaders avoided risk. They did, however, provide insight on the need to
be clear on risk tolerance and to manage the related risk appropriately.
In managing risks related to building learning capacity, two participants identified
the importance of not losing sight of other key organizational objectives. At Anne's
organization, "although building learning into our organization was critical, our clients
wanted us focused on providing technically competent services ... that is what our clients
are asking for." Bill made a similar point: "Delivering only the highest quality products
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was our priority." These two leaders cautioned that building learning capacity should not
be allowed to distract the organization from other key objectives.
Building learning capacity was identified as an opportunity for organizations to
prepare for unexpected changes in their external or internal operating environment. As
Bill explained, his organization needed to be prepared for

short-term crises; emergencies; unexpected events that require quick thinking and
immediate response. When these events occur, learning capacity that exists across
the organization - ideally the learning capacity that has been built - is something
on which leaders can draw. They can trust in people that they make a contribution
to finding the best solution for the organization.
He also commented on the importance of
Planning and preparing for different possible scenarios. We had emergency action
plans in place ... protocols for dealing with unexpected events .. .leaders know the
value of having discipline in the business, a rigor, and preparedness that allows
leadership to really connect when the need arises.
Ron agreed that "preparing for the unexpected, preparing the organization for what needs
to be done under certain circumstances, requires preparation and rehearsal." These two
participants observed that learning capacity could help leaders and their organizations
prepare for an adequate response to unexpected events.
Measure Progress and Results

The nature of building learning capacity made progress monitoring and the
measurement of success a challenge. Anne shared her experience: "Since the process
takes time, the measures are not always easy to design. It was difficult to measure success
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with clear cause and effect metrics." Ron made a similar statement, as did Bill, who
added that "much of what is successful in building learning and leadership capacity is
intangible and very difficult to measure."
In spite of the difficulty of measurement, all participants saw the importance of

measuring progress and results. Anne and Ron both paraphrased a common quote that
"what gets measured gets done." In discussing measurement, Ron observed that
"challenges arise in maintaining the focus on people and organizational learning
capacity ... we needed to measure and demonstrate success in order to stay on track for as
long as possible." In the face of early resistance, Anne said, "Measuring progress was
important to demonstrate some early successes - to overcome resisters and cynics."
According to Bill, leaders need to look for "a way to measure and demonstrate that we've
been successful. In order to claim success at some point down the road, we had to find a
way to measure it." Measuring progress and results during the process of building
learning capacity influenced the behaviour of people, helped mitigate resistance, and
demonstrated eventual success.
The seemingly intangible nature of the long-term benefits to be gained from
building learning capacity put pressure on organizational leaders. Anne stated that "It was
a leap of faith. It was absolutely a leap of faith ... to move out of the here and now, and
see the benefits long term." Bill commented:
Leaders need to have faith in what they are doing and what the people are
doing ... building learning capacity takes time ... proof of success often is in the
way leadership and the people of the organization actually behave when faced
with a crisis or change imperative ... how do you measure the evolution of
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organizational culture ... how do you measure the creation of an organizational
environment that is prepared to act? Prepared to deal with an issue? Prepared to
adapt and change when it needs to, and how it needs to? How can that be
measured? If you're going to measure performance and progress, it must be over a
longer term, as opposed to short term.
Faith in the process gave leaders the necessary time and patience to measure success from
a longer-term perspective.
Despite these challenges, participating leaders used performance measures and
results to monitor progress in building learning capacity. Anne set "some early metrics
and [target due] dates against which progress and success could be measured from early
on." Ron said:
There were key indicators of success that we looked for, such as the ability to
attract quality people, people who wanted to learn and grow; and these are the
people you want to continue building learning capacity ... we monitored our ability
to retain quality people. Quality people will stay if they feel they are learning and
developing, because people value the opportunity to develop.
He later explained the importance of employee retention: "There was cost savings ... the
recruiting and re-training process is costly .. .it was difficult to specifically measure the
savings that resulted from reduced turnover, but this was an important consideration in
building a learning environment". Anne revealed:
The successes we had became known externally ... with a positive effect on our
recruiting process. I knew, after about six or seven months, that things were
working because it was a tight labour market, and we started having quality
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people apply from other [similar organizations] to join [name of organization]
because of our learning and development process.
She added that "we saw our retention go up ... we sawall kinds of things improve", and
she noted that the development process helped to alleviate the high cost associated with
high turnover of staff:
Every time we lose somebody in a period of high demand for our services, it costs
us a ton of money. It costs us money to recruit, to retrain, and to do all of that. .. as
a result of the process we implemented, our retention went up and up and up.
And the quality of our people went up and up and up.
Bill commented that "people value the opportunity to develop and are more likely to
remain with an organization that offers that opportunity ... this gave us the ability to
attract and retain quality people." For all participants, measuring progress was an
important element of success, and the recruitment and retention of high-quality staff was
an important measure.
The leaders identified that people of the organization were key participants in the
process of building learning capacity and they were a critical source of feedback on how
successful the process had been. Anne explained:
Very early in the process we began surveying people to get their input on
progress ... we did not worry about getting it perfect. We simply began surveying
and collecting results from staff. This was important. It was a survey of people
and their reactions, very early; it began somewhat informally; no need to create
the perfect survey. I knew the process would become more formal as time went
on .. . measuring helped to gauge progress and let people know that you are
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following up on the process and that the leader cares and is interested in hearing
what is happening.
Bill described the important process of "monitoring and tracking engagement of
employees, with some form of employee satisfaction ... it was critical to do it in a more
meaningful and more in-depth way, focused on the notion of engagement." Ron stated
that a survey of employees could have been an effective measure of success and, on
reflection, acknowledged they may have missed an opportunity. A survey of employees
providing specific feedback was identified as a method by which progress in building
learning capacity was measured and tracked over the longer term.
Commitment to Personal Actions and Behaviours
The research revealed that leaders demonstrated their commitment to building
learning capacity through their personal actions and behaviours as role models. A
foundation of this commitment was in setting the tone from the top that permeated the
entire organization. A number of important leader traits helped to reinforce that tone.
With the objective of building learning capacity as a priority, the leaders remained open
to changing their own mind set, and embracing opportunities to learn from others.
Tone from the Top
According to all three participants, leaders set the tone for how other members of
the organization behaved. As Bill stated, "The leader sets the tone .. .it's got to come from
the top." Ron added that "an effective leader is a role model for everyone else." Anne
explained that "leaders communicate and behave in a way that others can emulate .. .it
starts from the top and it spreads around to others." In building learning capacity, the tone
set by leaders influenced the behaviour of others across the organization.
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Tone at the top was more than an exercise in communication. It extended to the
actions and behaviours that people saw. Ron stated that "leaders must walk the talk - and
ensure that people see the leadership walking the talk". Bill emphasized the importance
of consistency between what leaders say and how they behave:
Our leaders were very value-centric and very consistent about it in their
decisions ... everything they did was very consistent. People needed to see the
words translate into actions because leader behaviour demonstrates organizational
expectations. If you over-communicate and under-deliver and fail to follow up on
the communication with actual actions, people will lose faith in what the leader is
saying.
Anne warned of the risk of creating employee cynicism:
We never hyped it, or put it in a glossy brochure ... we communicated about it,
about the commitment to learning, and why it was important for [name of
organization], but I knew that if people read it and didn't feel it every single day,
they would get cynical...if you say one thing, and they don't see the results in
actions, people can become cynical very quickly.
For tone from the top to stick and spread throughout the organization, leader commitment
needed to be validated by the consistency of their actions with the communication.
Integrity of the leader was identified by all three participants as a critical element
in setting the tone for learning, and in securing people's belief in that message. Bill
explained:
Once leadership commitment was clearly demonstrated and people saw how the
[top] leader continued to behave in a consistent manner, people listened to
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him ... [the top leader] didn't just give it lip service ... integrity of the leader was a
consistency between what the leader was saying and what they were doing, and
that helped to demonstrate leader commitment to learning.
Ron shared his personal experience:
I was told that it was my integrity that contributed to the success of the process,
because people believed in me .... people told me they know I'm honest and I have
integrity ... I don't ask people to do things that I wouldn't do myself. I needed to
do, act, behave in the way I asked others to.
Anne added, "Integrity and honesty were the reasons people believed in me and what I
was trying to do." Ron explained later: "Leader integrity builds and retains individual
commitment of those who follow." Leader integrity, defined by participants as
consistency between what leaders communicated and how they acted, was critical in
setting the organizational tone.
Accountability was also a critical element in setting tone and influencing the
behaviour of members. According to Bill, "a leader has to be held accountable for their
actions." Ron extended accountability to other members of the organization, explaining
that "leaders must set accountability for employees and themselves .. . leaders cannot
behave outside of the rules they set ... and accountability must be consistent at every level
of the organization." By holding themselves and other members of the organization
accountable, leaders demonstrated their commitment to setting an appropriate tone from
the top.
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Leader Traits

As Anne described it, leaders who effectively built learning capacity and enabled
change in their organizations "possessed and demonstrated a variety of critical
characteristics or traits." All three participants agreed that certain characteristics were
critical in supporting the process of learning, demonstrating leadership commitment, and
setting the tone for learning across the entire organization.
One such trait was the ability to influence others. Bill commented that "great
successful leaders must possess the art of influence." Anne found herself having to
"convince others of the value of learning." Ron described it as "that characteristic of
having people see what you see - that he knows what he wants to get accomplished and
he can get people to follow and understand that." All three participants acknowledged
that they influenced others to help them see the value of learning.
On the other side was a trait the interviewees described as followership. Bill
offered this insight when describing his organization's most senior leader:
Outstanding followership as the ultimate expression of leadership ... a key to the
organization's success in building learning capacity was that one of the traits of
[the CEO] is massive, massive followership. People believed in him, so when he
supported learning, so did everyone else.
Ron explained that followers hip offers leaders "the ability to get people to follow you
into something new ... to achieve this, a leader helps people understand why it's
important, and why it's important to them." Anne generated followership at her
organization by explaining to people "why it was important to them ... from leaders across
to all staff. Making this connection between what I was trying to achieve and what was
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important to members of the organization was how I achieved this followers hip" . Bill
added that their leader "took it even a little further to the edge, where the followers
literally were party to the goals and directions of the business and the wins and
losses ... the ultimate engagement in a way." Followership was described by participants
as the leaders' commitment to the people who were following, and those people's
contributions to the determination and achievement of organizational goals.
Mindfulness was another key trait that was evident in the interviewed leaders. As
an example, in their mindfulness and vigilance, leaders' were continuously aware of the
behaviour of people around them, the potential existence of blockers, and the value of
engaging those individuals in the process. Research participants indicated that some
people were openly in opposition, while others, sometimes the more dangerous, quietly
resisted. Bill stated that "people resist change ... there will always be someone who
believes they should be following a different path." Anne explained the challenge she
faced in identifying these individuals:
I needed to rely on my ability to read my audience at all times ... my ability to read
individuals ... listening, reading body language, facial expressions, all with the
intention of identifying individuals who were already supporters, as well as those
who were against. .. supporters were often easiest to find ... I paid particular
attention to identifying those who were the criticizers.
Ron added, "In large organizations you need to be particularly aware of the quiet
resisters, those who say nothing but are not for your idea, or those who are worse and say
they agree and in reality do not." Anne later offered that "there was real value in
identifying the resisters ... I made a special effort to talk to critics and blockers to
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understand their concerns ... looked for ways to address their concerns, and worked to get
them on board." Anne explained she had to use different tactics with them by finding
"people who can be advocates within various groups across the organization ... They can
help sell the idea and convert others." For all three participants, their mindfulness helped
them in many ways including the identification of potential and actual blockers, with the
goal of working with blockers as well as with advocates, to identify and address valid
concerns.
Persistence, another key leader trait, was demonstrated by the unwillingness of all
three leaders to accept defeat in the face of resistance to their efforts in building learning
capacity. They all acknowledged, as Bill put it, that "at least some resistance was
inevitable." Ron explained that "leaders across the [name of organization] definitely
questioned what I was doing and questioned the value." He went on to say that he
"pushed on and stayed on course because I believed in it." For Anne, "there were many
critics and cynics~ those who believed none of it would work ... not only were they
unsupportive, but they would push back against the initiatives we were undertaking."
And yet, she stated, "I didn't let that stop me." In the face of resistance, Anne and the
other leaders persisted in their goal of building capacity for learning.
Determination and the commitment to reject defeat were grounded in the traits of
personal confidence and courage. All participants acknowledged that resistance could
undermine a leader's confidence about the direction in which they were taking the
organization, and they needed courage to stay the course. Anne shared a personal
experience where resistance to her idea came from an influential senior leader who stated,
"You're not going to sell it!" She explained, "I had to find inner courage to continue ... to
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have this courage a leader must possess personal confidence - a belief that what they are
doing is the right thing to do." Ron described leader courage as
Someone having the guts to push the envelope and see how much you could get
away with .. .leaders must have courage to push on ... have commitment to where
they are going and where they are taking everyone ... even if some are blocking
the way.
.' Courage gave the participants the ability to maintain confidence in their commitment to
the process of building learning capacity.
Along with this courage was the presence of humility and respect for what others
have to offer. Bill explained:
Humility is the single most important trait a successful leader must
have ... everyone is working together and playing different roles ... a leader treats
people as equals and the leader never makes anyone feel like they are any less a
member of the team. When I think of great leaders, they all have an abundant
amount of humility and they value what others have to offer. They value what
they can learn from others; this is what sets great leaders apart.
Ron added, "I always demonstrate respect and reverence for the people who work for
me .. .leaders must possess humility if they are going to build trust and gain the respect of
the people who work for them." In expressing the importance of leader humility, Anne
paraphrased a statement she had read:
Thoughtful leaders recognize that success comes from a combination of shrewd
judgment and hard work with a dose of good luck mixed in ... and they are well
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aware that if the breaks had gone differently, the results could have been vastly
different.
All three participating leaders saw humility and respect for others as critical leader traits,
recognizing that people will respect those who respect them.
The leaders' passion helped set the tone and reinforced their commitment to
building learning capacity. This passion was declared and demonstrated by all three
participants while they talked about learning during the interviews. Anne explained
passion in the context of followership: "To help others in the organization follow and see
where they are going, and why they are going there, the leader must be passionate about
it ... 1 believed passionately in it. I believed it was the right thing to do." She reflected that
passion was essential for "the public stuff where you try and inspire people," and it kept
her moving forward when she might have otherwise lost hope. Ron expanded on the role
his passion played in the process:
That passion and that ability for people to see that there's a reason why I was so
enthusiastic about this, even though some might not want to go down the road
with me ... my passion helped others know that I wanted to go down that road, and
I was going to try and get them to go down that road ... even if I dragged them
kicking and screaming.
Fellow leaders and staff had told him that he had "strength of communication that
generated passion and excitement in others." In all three cases, leader passion helped set
the tone, generated enthusiasm with others, helped maintain personal motivation to do
behind the scenes work, and demonstrated their commitment to building learning
capacity.
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Open Mindset

In all three cases, leaders were open to changing their own and others' mindsets
as they pursued organizational change. Anne explained that there were "so many
different threads in trying to change this culture; it's about changing the mindset of
people." To all participants, changing mindsets meant an enhanced focus on learning and
people development. Bill was more specific:
Building learning capacity required a change of mindset - a commitment to
people, not purely on corporate profit. If the focus is purely on profit, everyone
will know it. Commitment to more than profit must start at the top; leaders
demonstrate that people are the priority ... without the people there is no
organization ... Our [top] leader commits as much as 50% of his time to focusing
on the people element. When people see this, they see the leaders'
priority ... When the leader demonstrates this mindset, others modify their beliefs,
their behaviour .. .it cascades right down the line.
According to Ron,
Leaders must be willing to change their own mindset and encourage others to
. change their mindset as they pursue change and build capacity for learning.
Successful change requires a different mindset as to how to manage
organizations ... working toward a culture of learning and a focus on people
development as opposed to a purely efficiency-oriented mindset. We put
employees as the number one concern.
Anne also stated the importance of "putting people ahead of efficiency and profitability;
faith in better results later." She later offered a caution about the importance of balance:
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You have to change the way people looked at client (work) and change their
mindset. That was a huge mind set shift because, before, it was clients fIrst. Now,
here it was people first. .. a pendulum that had swung to efficiency, and now we're
swinging it back to people development...And you know you've got to keep it
balanced; you can't go too far because it's not going to make money.
In all three cases, building learning capacity involved a new mental model that shifted
from an efficiency and profitability focus to a people and development mindset.
Bill elaborated on the importance of an open mindset with a simple message that a
leader must be willing to say, "You said something I never thought of before." He
provided a personal insight during the second interview:
A leader must always avoid becoming defensive. A leader remembers that theirs
is not the only way. I have a personal reminder: Whenever I encounter personal
defensiveness, it is a cue, a cue that you are not being as effective as you think,
and there is probably a better way. I think to myself - stop being defensive, take it
as an opportunity to re-group, reflect, re-assess, and consider a new tactic.
Whenever I get defensive as a leader, and we all do sometimes, I take it as a cue. I
have learned that it often means I am being ineffective as a leader, so I try to
suppress it ... and I think, "What can I learn from this?"
He went on to explain the importance of
leaders being self-aware and open to other perspectives. When explaining
something to someone else and they do not seem to be getting it. .. be patient. I
reflect on the likely possibility that I have not stated my position clearly or there
is something potentially wrong with my position.
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Bill identified the feeling of defensiveness as an issue of self awareness and an
opportunity for leaders to reflect and open their mind to another perspective.
According to the research participants, individuals who believe they possess all
the answers may fail as leaders, particularly in building learning capacity. Anne
elaborated:
Building a learning environment in an organization like [name of organization]
that has a lot of highly skilled individuals can be a challenge ... by the time they
reach senior levels, some feel they are experts ... and they are. No doubt this
expertise is a critical success factor for our organization ... they know what they
need to know, or they research it themselves. This can inhibit learning among
colleagues. They may not feel they can learn much from anyone else.
Bill explained that "egocentric people will be problematic and will be inhibitors of
learning .. .if they never develop humility." Ron offered a clear point on this matter:
An expert as a leader is dangerous, unless they are accessible and truly open to
listening to what others have to say. When a leader has this expertise, it can lead
to a number of negative and trust-inhibiting behaviours such as domination of
people, talking down to people, and even being disrespectful, all of which can
inhibit learning.
Leaders who have extensive expertise may be incapable of changing their mind set and
being open to learning from others, thereby inhibiting learning. Effective leaders possess
humility, remain open to other perspectives, and sincerely solicit and accept input from
others.
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Commitment to the People of the Organization
According to Anne, "organizations are a compilation of people, and in getting
things done, it is the people who do it." All three participants represented organizations
with large and diverse populations. Articulating a consistent message, Anne stated that "a
sincere and genuine focus on people - building their trust in the organization; developing
a pride in the organization; helping people feel like they are part of a team - will translate
into committed people." In building learning capacity all three committed to the people of
their organizations. Integral to this commitment was a consistent belief in the capability
of people and what they could contribute, the cultivation of shared leadership, the
fostering of trust and transparency, and the creation of a sense of community.
Belief in the Capability of People

Leaders cared for and nurtured the people of their organizations. Bill introduced
an interesting metaphor:
Leadership is a little like tending a garden. You either fertilize it, or you don't. If I
believe in and want a good garden, I tend to it and fertilize it. If I don't care about
my garden, I don't. To me, that's what leadership is. Good leadership is
continuously nurturing and caring and always paying attention to the organization
and the people ... to the point of being fastidious.
According to Bill, a good leader continuously pays attention and cares for the people in
the organization.
All three revealed a solid belief in the people in their organizations, and in
people's capability, capacity, and desire to do a good job. Bill stated it most clearly:
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Reflecting on management theory ... and debates on what should be a leader's
focus or philosophy ... I think there is more to be said about leaders who engender
a belief that people want to do good things . .. all members of [organization name]
from leader down have learned to be appreciative of others and what they are
capable of.
Anne added that "we had great people who were capable of so much," and Ron shared an
insight he heard from the staff, that "people have told me that they want to be in a job
where they believe that they are respected and are adding value to whatever is being
created ... and I, and the [organization name], provided them with that opportunity".
Leader commitment to the people of the organization, and a profound belief in what they
were capable of, was an important foundation of building learning capacity.
The engagement of people who were life-long learners, who would contribute
positively to the process of building learning capacity, was a priority for all three leaders.
Ron described their effort to "hire people that would be continuous learners, who like
learning for life; the process was focused on identifying and employing people who know
they learn throughout their life." Bill extended this to the importance of self-awareness,
explaining that "an essential element of any hire was that we expected them to be self
aware, self developing." Anne stated that, in her organization, they "had the advantage of
being able to pick from the brightest and best, and we looked for people who wanted to
learn and progress." In all three cases, the leaders were committed to finding people who
had a desire to learn and develop.
Leader commitment to people in the organization included finding those people
the right role and providing them with appropriate developmental opportunities. Ron said
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they offered an "opportunity for people to work in different areas of the [name of
organization], which helped them develop." Anne noted, "We paid a lot of attention to
providing each individual with the experience they needed - the opportunity that would
best serve their individual needs." Continuing the garden metaphor, Bill explained:
Leaders tend the garden of their organization and invest significantly in the
growth and learning of its people ... this may require the weeding out of weaker
employees or re-assigning them to a more appropriate role or position ... more
often than not, this actually worked out better for them also ... We are
continuously committed to optimize the potential of all people.
By finding employees the right role and supporting their development, all three leaders
made a significant commitment to people in their organizations.
During his interviews, Bill talked about a potential threat to learning capacity that
may arise from a failure to commit adequately to people. He cautioned:
Bad re-engineering or downsizing without consideration for longer term can be
very dangerous and can negatively impact learning capacity ... Many organizations
downsize at one time or another; few leaders have failed to identify an
opportunity to thin out the organization and capture synergy across areas of the
business, and this may very well be unavoidable, but leaders must pay attention to
design and retaining talent - the people and processes . .. missing this can lead to
gaps. Without adequate commitment to the people element, organizations run the
risk of losing key skills and knowledge just to get the job done. There is no doubt
that, in many cases, survival may depend on those cuts, but you can't get overly
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focused on short-term profitability ... too much streamlining will reduce the
capacity for learning.
His observation reinforced the importance of leader commitment to the people in their
organization even when faced with demands for short-term profitability.

Shared Leadership
A common observation made by participants was that leadership can come from
anyone, not only from those who were formally identified as leaders, and it was essential
for formal leaders to tap these resources. Anne explained:
Leadership capability can be strong with individuals who may not necessarily
even hold a leadership role. We distributed and developed leadership across
others in the organization, not only with designated leaders; this builds and
distributes commitment. Leadership is a trait, not necessarily a rank. Building
learning across the organization requires and needs to rely on leaders that are all
over the organization to inspire and motivate others.
Ron stated that "leadership must be shared with appropriate individuals, because
organizations and today's environment are too complex for one leader." Bill observed
that "in today' s complex environment it can't all be done by a single top leader. . .it
required the coordinated support of leadership from across [name of organization]." He
later identified a key benefit of distributing leadership, explaining that "any major size
company has to have different kinds of leaders .. .leaders with different aspirational goals
who brought different approaches to motivation and learning across the organization."
Allowing and, in fact, encouraging leadership to be distributed across existing levels of
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management and other people who did not hold formal leadership positions, was a critical
element in building learning capacity for the participants of this research.
Bill revealed an important outcome, explaining that shared leadership provided
the opportunity to develop future leaders:
Our leaders set a priority to increase depth of talent for the next big change ... to
prepare the organization and future leaders to be adaptable and flexible ... having
individuals whose leadership capacity had developed contributed to the long-term
nature oflearning capacity, as well as the long-term success of the organization.
For Bill, building learning capacity through shared leadership benefitted the organization
in two directions. It reinforced learning capacity, and it developed better future leaders
who were committed to learning, thereby creating what he described as "a succession
pipe or a line of potential leaders. " In concluding his perspective on the value of shared
leadership, he acknowledged that it was "easier for a larger organization, and may not be
so easy for small organizations, as they rarely have the ability to maintain much depth."
For all participants, shared leadership included the engagement of people in the
decision-making process. Bill explained, "Leaders engaged people at every level of the
organization in decision-making, thereby sharing the leadership experience." Ron added
that "employee engagement was critical in building learning capacity, so they really felt
they were contributing to organizational outcomes." Anne expressed it was "critical for
leaders to involve appropriate people in important decisions .. .it made people feel
involved and that they contributed to the final decision." For the participating leaders,
employee engagement in the decision-making process helped to build commitment
among employees, both to learning and to the achievement of organizational objectives.
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Trust and Transparency
Fostering and sustaining trust emerged as an essential leader commitment in
building learning capacity. The participants were consistent in emphasizing the important
role that trust played in their success. In almost everything they talked about, from leader
traits to learning activities, to communication, they all paid special attention to what Bill
described as "developing the area of trust. .. from the beginning, we knew trust was
integral to our success." Anne referred to trust in the context of many areas and explained
that "building trust and credibility were key for me as the leader ... and if I had failed to
build that trust, it would have been one of the biggest barriers to overcome." Trust was
foundational in the relationships the participants had with fellow leaders and with
employees, as well as in the relationships among employees.
In building trust, leaders were committed to being accessible to people who

provided input and to listening sincerely to that input. Ron explained that "listening and
communicating openly was essential in building trust." The key for Anne was in
"sincerely listening to the needs of people ... It was critical to listen closely and work hard
to understand their motivation and, what was really important, was that we acted
accordingly." For Anne, it was the subsequent actions of her and her fellow leaders that
demonstrated that they had listened. Bill made a similar point that trust was built when
"leaders demonstrated they were listening with their actions ... they did not just give it lip
service." In building trust, leaders not only listened to people, but also demonstrated their
genuine attention through their subsequent actions.
According to Anne, listening included addressing negative input. She explained
that she was committed to "meeting one on one, listening to people complain ... Every
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system has its pros and cons, so it was important to listen to people, to determine if the
complaints they were sharing had some validity to it." In order to gain the trust of fellow
leaders and employees, she stated:
It was critical to invest this time, really listen, and try to sort through the various

complaints. Some were valid and led to learning and opportunities for
improvement, while others were not. One way or another, to build trust with
everyone, we needed to listen.
She acknowledged it may be challenging for leaders, and in fact anyone, to listen to
critical feedback, but it was important for Anne in building trust within her organization.
Once employees saw how important listening was to the leaders, it was more
likely they would also listen to others. Ron stated that he "encouraged others to listen and
learn ... adding to how important it was that I demonstrated through my actions that I was
willing to listen and learn." Anne extended this, explaining that "when a leader is seen to
genuinely care, through listening and follow-up, people will feel this, and they will see
this ... they were more likely to trust and support the venture ... and to listen to and trust
others". By demonstrating the importance of listening, leaders encouraged others to listen
and learn, and this further contributed to building trust among members of the
organization.
All three leaders emphasized that building and gaining the trust of others was
highly dependent on honesty. Ron expressed that "honesty breeds trust - a leader cannot
say one thing while doing something else." Anne provided a personal example,
explaining that she was" ... honest with staff, told them it was going to be hard, involved
them in the process ... It was much more than leadership saying a bunch of words that
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never proved true ... and trust became stronger." The people of her organization saw
Anne and the organization accomplish what she said they would accomplish. They had
firsthand experience that she had been honest, and their trust grew.
Building trust called for significant leader commitment to transparency. Bill
stated that "effective leaders encourage openness and candor to build trust." During the
second interview, he reiterated that, "transparency was, and continues to be, critical at
[name of organization]." Anne also identified the importance of transparency through her
"willingness to hear the good and the bad so that people felt they could be completely
honest." Ron added a reciprocal connection between trust and transparency: "Trust was a
critical element in the relationship between leaders and staff.. . and it relied on
transparency ... and with increased trust people felt they could be more open and honest."
For all three participating leaders, trust and transparency were interconnected. Greater
transparency led to greater trust, and increased trust then led to further transparency.

Sense of Community
All three leaders expressed a commitment to people working together,
collaborating, and developing a sense of community in building learning capacity. In all
three cases, it was a team approach that valued the active involvement of individuals and
their contribution to the group. Bill stated that effective leaders "understand the value of
having a team of people within the business, or creating teams where they can solve
problems and determine what's the best way to go ... we were collaborative and team
driven." Ron added:
It was essential that all members have trust in leaders and other members of the

group .. . we created a learning group or learning community ... and it's important to
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note that leaders do not need to direct this - they need to allow it to happen and
demonstrate behaviour that supports this.
Anne offered a slightly different perspective, indicating that leaders needed to be more
active in the process:
Learning happens together .. . and our leaders all encouraged this. I encouraged
this. We strived for a strong sense of community and commitment of people to the
organization and the role that learning played .. . Committing to and consistently
applying this process is a way to build fertile soil for other initiatives - always
focusing on what can be learned from each other - from shared experiences.
In spite of their different approaches, the three leaders understood the value of
collaboration and collective learning, promoted the development of the learning
community through their behaviour, and continuously reinforced the importance of
learning together.
In building a sense of community, the leaders understood the role of competition
in achieving objectives, and worked to minimize its potential negative effect. According
to Anne, "professional staff are competitive. They were always seeking to be the best and often excelling in what they did. This was good for our clients. Competition can lead
to excellence." Bill made a similar point, explaining that "competition has its place in the
accomplishment of targets and objectives." However, Anne warned that "negative
competition inhibits collaboration and collegiality." She later explained:
Leaders promote collaboration by avoiding the rewarding of people for winning
as individuals. This is essential in the building of strong collaborative
relationships .. .in building community, competitiveness needed to be harnessed by
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leaders, avoiding the negative implications of competition, which were natural in
an organization full of highly motivated individuals. We mitigated individual
competitiveness and created competition as the group wanting to achieve the best.
Ron offered a different perspective on competition:
Competition was not really part of our culture ... there tends to be a philosophy of
serving and working together. .. maybe it was a lack of needing to make a profit.
This was a common thread for us that contributed to a community feel.
All participants made a connection between competition and community. Although
competition could lead to excellence and the achievement of objectives, they were aware
that one-on-one competition could hinder the process of learning together and weaken the
sense of community, and they harnessed competition by building it around the team.
Building a sense of community relied on the creation of a safe environment. Bill
explained that it began with leaders having trust in people:
For business leadership, trust starts by having a supportive environment ... It takes
time to build a supportive environment. .. might take a little longer than
implementing controls .. .it might take a leap of faith. In fact, it takes a massive
leap of faith of a leader to give trust. .. trust in people.
Ron connected transparency to the building of a safe environment. He explained:
Leaders must set standards for information sharing ... people need to see and
believe that leaders and others live by those standards ... and if information is used
improperly - against someone, or even just expressing it was a bad idea - it can
and will hinder future transparency. I know that being completely open requires
courage ... so this needs to be positively reinforced from the top down. When
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people felt safe to comment openly on issues, whether good or bad, we created an
environment in which people shared information across the group and really
learned from each other.
The creation of a safe environment began with leaders trusting in people, encouraging
and rewarding honest feedback, and fostering transparency. Once a safe environment was
established, it led to further openness and transparency and a greater sense of community
for learning.
Allowing themselves to reveal their vulnerability and imperfections was identified
by all three leaders as another important aspect in building a safe environment for a sense
of community. They openly admitted to their mistakes in order to create a feeling of
safety among others. According to Anne:

In creating a safe environment, our leaders demonstrated they were
human .. .leaders had to let down their guard and allow people a glimpse of who
they are, beyond their role as leader. It was critical to show vulnerability and that
leaders are human. It helped to break down the barriers that often exist between
hierarchical levels, and helped to create a safe space for people to be honest and
willing to admit their mistakes - leaders demonstrate they are human, reveal their
own vulnerability, and sincerely encourage others to do the same.
Bill added that "acknowledging one's mistakes, and not being defensive in an attempt to
hold on tight to an existing position, was a critical element in building trust and in
learning." Ron offered that he "often shared past experiences in which I had made
mistakes and what I had learned." According to all of the leaders, creating a safe
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environment required them to openly display their vulnerability, fallibility, and
humanness.
A strategy that Anne used to create a safe environment was to reduce the obstacle
of traditional hierarchical barriers:
We used laughter and fun ... We created fun events and gatherings to enable
leaders to poke fun at themselves ... top leaders involved in the fun, willing to
laugh at themselves and to be laughed at. .. fun activities to pull together the team
-laughing together, and building a sense of play. Leaders had to be willing to be
vulnerable and people needed to see it.
She later added that "everyone feels vulnerable, and those without the power are unlikely
to let down their guard unless leaders are willing to do it." All three participants
explained that this mutual vulnerability contributed to the emergence of a safe
environment within which to build a sense of community.
In following up on this topic during the second interview, Anne expanded on the
effect of power on the process of fostering an environment for a learning community:
Leaders need to be constantly aware of the power their position has. This is true
of leaders at every level. Inappropriate use of power can impact outcomes. For
example, if we, as a leader at any level, get irritated when someone begins talking
about an issue, fail to listen or discount their input, that individual may never
contribute openly again; and it could also demonstrate to others that real open
opinions are not truly welcome. They will tend to be more careful in what they
say, will tend to censor their input, thereby leading to soft, watered down ideas.
It's difficult to really learn as a group if people feel they can't say what is on their
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minds. This could be as simple as a body movement - a crossing of the arms, a
shaking of the head - leaders must be continuously conscious of the power they
hold, read body language, be open to signals ... be careful not to shut down the
dialogue before it really begins.
Anne warned that the leaders' position of power obligated them to behave in ways that
would not inhibit openness and trust; otherwise, members of the organization might
choose to opt out of full participation in the learning community.
To build a sense of community, all three leaders were committed to bringing
people together, physically or philosophically. According to Ron:
Leaders build a community; a foundation in all of this is in searching out, finding,
developing a community of common interest to pull people together; a learning
community around ethics, common values ... and communicate what those are for
the organization. It will help attract people to the organization. It may also cause
some to leave. In the longer term, it will build a community of people who
belong.
Anne provided opportunities for people to physically come together, explaining, "We
wanted a collegiality.... we brought staff all together, once a year at an offsite training
facility where we made it fun, that they learned a lot, and they got to network with each
other." Bill explained that community was "built around shared values" and that people
were brought together virtually, with his organization's top leader "sending a weekly
message to all staff... sticking to it, and sharing his hopes, fears, and insights on [name of
organization] ... consistent with the values ... and it developed that sense of belonging."
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For all three participants, bringing people together, either physically or philosophically,
built a strong connection among members of the organization.
According to Anne, building community came down to the connection that each
individual had with the organization and the other members of the organization:
Engaging people's hearts in the organization, beyond their head; we worked to
create pride in the organization. We hosted events in the name of the overall
activity, which were fun and team-building focused, in order to create positive
memories. We created a corporate memory, a scrapbook of fun enjoyable
experiences; created a "corporate stickiness" to the organization. People generally
work very hard; many days are stressful, work is quite challenging at [name of
organization] and not always enjoyable. People need positive experiences with
fellow staff that are fun and memorable, activities that help them think about and
talk about their organization with a sense of pride. We built a sense of
camaraderie in which people came to trust each other and the leaders, and they
were willing to invest their hearts in the building of learning capacity in order to
learn, and improve the way things get done.
Near the end of the second interview, she added that "people felt they were part of
something important, and we weaved inclusiveness into the fabric of the business at
every level of the organization." People at her organization felt connected to each other
and to the organization. They had become part of a community - a learning community.
Chapter Summary
The objective of this research was to explore how leaders built learning capacity
in their organizations. The interviews with leaders who successfully built learning
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capacity in their organizations provided valuable insight. Anne, one of the participants,
offered an enlightening observation:
Leaders who want to build learning capacity in their organization continuously
focus on what can be learned. Leaders live and breathe this, and embody the
behaviour that learning is in everything we do. Opportunities to learn are all
around us ... the challenge for leaders is to be aware of the opportunities and take
advantage of them whenever possible.
Building learning capacity in the large organizations was a complex process requiring
significant leader commitment that searnlessly spanned a variety of areas. The leaders'
passion for learning and faith in the benefits it would bring for the organization and for
the people was an important foundation and was demonstrated during the interview
process.
Their commitment to the process of building learning capacity included a keen
understanding of the adult learning process and the attention it warranted. It included an
allocation of adequate organizational resources such as employee and leader time, as well
as money; and the appropriate application of structures, policies, and procedures that
supported the learning process for the longer term. Their commitment extended to a faith
that organizational objectives and results could be accomplished by embedding learning
capacity. Leaders provided direction through a vision for learning and they aligned the
organization around that vision while managing risk, and monitoring progress. The
leaders set the tone from the top that they reinforced as role models through their

commitment to personal actions and behaviours while maintaining an open mind set.
Foundational to their success was their commitment to the people in their organization
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and what those people were capable of accomplishing as individuals and collectively, and
through shared leadership. The leaders were committed to building trust and transparency
in fostering a safe environment in which people communicated openly and worked
together toward common objectives and continuous learning, creating a sense of
community in which learning was both an objective and an outcome, thereby building
learning capacity in each of their organizations.

CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND IMPLICATIONS
In an increasingly unpredictable world, modem organizations need the ability to
adapt and respond effectively to the unexpected. An answer to this challenge may lie in
the development of an internal organizational environment that fosters and optimizes the
potential for learning, whereby learning capacity is built. Enhanced individual and shared
understandings that lead to the development and implementation of revised individual
and collective behaviour in response to the new understandings is the essence of
organizational learning capacity. The study described in this document explored how
leaders build this learning capacity in organizations. This chapter provides a summary of
the study and a discussion of key lessons that emerged from the exploration. The
implication for theory weaves the results of the study into a theoretical framework that
provides insight on how leaders build learning capacity across their organizations. The
chapter includes implications for leader education, training and development; leader
practice; and opportunities for further research; and, it concludes with a final thought.
Summary of the Study
The study was conducted to explore how leaders build organizational learning
capacity. Based on a review of related literature, a conceptual framework emerged that
describes three domains of learning capacity: (a) personal capacity for learning, (b)
interpersonal capacity for learning, and (c) organizational capacity for learning. The three
domains together play an integral role in building overall learning capacity in an
organization. They rely on and build on each other and none of them is adequate in
isolation. The literature revealed that leaders playa critical role in building learning
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capacity and provided limited specific details on the nature of this role. Consequently, an
opportunity emerged to conduct further research.
The research was a field study of senior leaders who consciously and successfully
built learning capacity in their respective organizations: (a) a large for-profit public
corporation, (b) a large professional services firm, and (c) a large public sector
organization. An interview protocol of open-ended questions was developed and used as
a guide during the interview process to meet the research objective of allowing
participating leaders to describe their experience.
Results of the interviews evolved into a picture of how the leaders had built
learning capacity through significant commitment to four key areas: (a) commitment to
the process of building learning capacity, (b) commitment to organizational objectives
and results, (c) commitment to their own personal actions and behaviours, and (d)
commitment to the people of their organizations. These four elements of leader
commitment framed what the participating leaders had done to build learning capacity in
their organizations.
Discussion
The study clarifies that a relationship exists between the learning of individual
people and learning at the organizational level, which for purposes of this study has been
defined as organizational learning capacity. The literature states that organizational
learning capacity begins with learning accomplished by individual members of the
organization. Argyris and Schon (1978) explain that organizational learning begins when
individual members act as learning agents for the organization. They claim that
organizational learning is not the same thing as individual learning, even when the
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individuals who learn are members of the organization. Kim (1993) notes, that
organizational learning is more complex and dynamic than a mere magnification of the
learning accomplished by its individual members. The research participants and the
literature are consistent on these points. Interviewees described the importance of
individual learning in building organizational learning capacity and they committed
significant energy, time, and resources to individual learning and development. They
also, however, emphasized that individual learning was only the beginning and that
building organizational learning capacity required much more.
The literature and the research participants extend organizational learning beyond
the sum of individual learning into an interactive and social domain. Mitchell and
Sackney (2000) describe this domain as interpersonal capacity for learning, and they
argue that it is how people learn together, collectively, that enables organizational
learning capacity to emerge. Capra (2002) agrees that organizational learning has both
individual and social aspects, explaining that "while knowledge creation is an individual
process, its amplification and expansion are social processes that take place between
individuals" (p. 115). Consistent with the literature, participating leaders described their
commitment to the social element of people learning together. They tied collective
learning to individual and organizational objectives, actively committed to building trust
and mutual respect to encourage open and honest discussion and dialogue, and created
opportunities for individual and group reflection, thereby fostering collective learning.
The study clarifies another relationship between individual and organizational
learning with respect to modified behaviour, which is the outcome of learning. Argyris
(1991) explains that organizational members need to reflect critically, both individually
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and collectively, on their own behaviour and then, most importantly, change how they act
within the organization. Interviewees explained that reflection on past behaviours and on
the results of those behaviours, both individually and collectively, is what can lead to new
understanding about circumstances, and to new decisions and actions. Argyris (1991)
also contends that learning, whether at the individual or organizational level, is more than
a mere change in cognition or understanding. Learning has occurred when there has been
a change in practice or behaviour. It is this change in behaviour that interests leaders as
they seek to modify individual and collective behaviour to achieve organizational
objectives. Modified individual behaviour will, at times, be necessary for learning in an
organization to occur, but it does not, by itself, constitute learning for the organization.
Learning has occurred at the organizational level with the modified collective behaviour
of organizational members. Organizational learning capacity, therefore, depends on the
various activities that produce new individual and collective understandings that lead to
modified collective behaviour of organizational members.
The study reveals a paradox for leaders in building organizational learning
capacity that lies in the trade-off between designed organizational structures and
emergent structures. Capra (2002) suggests that human organizations always contain both
designed structures that embody relationships of power, and emergent structures that
represent the organization's aliveness and creativity, and he contends that a tension exists
between the two. He explains that designed structures provide stability and the rules and
routines that are necessary for the effective functioning of the organization, whereas
emergent structures provide novelty, creativity, and flexibility. Clearly, the two types of
structures are different, and the study clarifies that both types are necessary. Research
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participants commented that organizations are often largely composed of designed
structures and also acknowledged the value of emergent structures in building learning
capacity. If every organization has some blend of each type of structure, the challenge for
leaders is to decide where the corporation should reside at any point in time along a
continuum of possibilities with designed structures at one end and emergent structures at
the other.
This challenge suggests that a continual trade-off exists between designed and
emergent structures. In the context of learning capacity, Capra (2002) contends that
designed structures may not have the necessary responsiveness and learning capability,
and that emergent structures are more adaptive and capable of changing or evolving, as
necessary. Participants provided comments that support this contention, explaining that
too much structure and control may hinder or even stifle learning and creativity. In
contrast, however, participants also identified the important role that designed structures
play in confirming organizational and leadership commitment; ensuring buy-in from
organizational members, and moving the capacity-building process forward, particularly
during the early stages. As time went by, participants encouraged emergent structures to
evolve, which led to a more creative and innovative environment. One participant also
suggested that organizational size influences the level to which an organization relies on
either designed or emergent structures. He explained that leaders of larger organizations
may need to rely more heavily on designed structures to ensure consistency and clarity
that, in smaller organizations, may adequately occur with emergent structures. At
different points in time, and in various circumstances, leaders must allow for a shift along
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the continuum that reflects the level of their reliance on designed versus emergent
structures.
The literature and the interviewees were consistent in identifying the value of
leader involvement in the delivery of training and development of employees. Mintzberg
(2009a) explains that leaders coach, train, mentor, counsel, and nurture in order to help
individuals develop and to set an example for others to take actions. Interviewed leaders
made a similar point, explaining that leaders who deliver training and participate in
coaching and mentoring of employees provide employees with context and relevance of
the learning experience, making the learning more valuable to participating employees.
Leader involvement enables employees to connect the learning more effectively with
their work practice and with the expectation of organizational leaders. Research
participants also identified that leader involvement helps to set an example for others to
follow, whereby leaders model appropriate behaviour through their participation in the
learning process, demonstrating their personal commitment and building commitment to
learning among organizational members.
The direct involvement of the leader in the delivery of training and other
educational activities raises an issue about leaders' perceptions of themselves as experts.
Senge (2006) describes leaders as teacher and designer, and Mitchell and Sackney (2000)
use terms such as the center or builder to describe the role of a leader. These terms imply
that leaders bring a certain level of expertise to their leadership role. This expertise can be
beneficial for a leader in teaching a particular subject matter, helping others understand
the nature of a technical issue, and finding the solution to technical challenges. Although
participants of the study acknowledged these benefits, they cautioned about the potential
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danger of leaders who consider themselves an expert while interacting with other
organizational members. They noted that, in building learning capacity, leaders benefit
from access to the insight, knowledge, and creativity of the diverse membership of their
organization. Collinson and Cook (2007) identified the importance of a free flow of ideas
for innovation and for learning to occur. Research participants suggested that leaders who
believe they are experts are dangerous because they will often inhibit the free flow of
ideas and learning. Participants warned that this can happen when leaders believe, either
consciously or sub-consciously, that they have nothing to learn from other members of
the organization and are not open to listening to what others have to say. Accordingly,
this attitude can cause the leader to exhibit negative and trust-inhibiting behaviours,
which can cause people to conclude that their opinion is not really valued or even wanted.
The result is a leader who knows exactly what slhe wants, with people who apparently
are agreeable and have nothing to say in opposition but, in reality, have withheld their
actual position and ideas. Thus, learning has not occurred, people have not been engaged,
and a sub-optimal solution is quite possibly the end result.
In building learning capacity, leaders encourage openness and candor among
organizational members. Kouzes and Posner (2006) offer a warning that the leaders' task
is not to rely on their own genius, and this warning was repeated in the study. One of the
research participants, for example, explained that a leader who can sincerely tell their
people, "I never thought of that," and be humble in accepting open and honest input from
organizational members, will foster a safe environment in which people are comfortable
in offering creative and innovative suggestions and ideas. Leader humility is critical to
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understanding the value of deliberately and sincerely accessing the expertise and creative
energy of organizational members in order to build learning capacity.
The study revealed an unanticipated new insight into the value of leader
involvement in the learning process. When leaders provided training, coaching, and
mentoring to employees, the leader's involvement produced, for the leader, a deeper
personal understanding of the employees, in a way that otherwise might never have
emerged. The participants noted that they developed a deep understanding of what the
employees were learning, and what they needed to learn around the requirements of their
work, which gave the leaders a new connection to their employees' world of practice.
Taking advantage of these opportunities helped to shed light on expectations of
organizational members and provided leaders with new insight into the elements of
individual motivation, fostering mutual trust and a feeling of safety.
An additional outcome, related to leader involvement in learning activities, was
the emergence of reciprocal learning. Participants clarified that learning by organizational
members is more effective when leaders are involved in the delivery of learning
activities. They identified an additional benefit of reciprocal or multi-directional learning,
whereby not only did employees learn, but so did the leaders. They explained that leaders
were able to take the content and behaviours they taught back to their own workplace,
which spawned new and improved leadership behaviour across the organization. By
participating in the delivery or facilitation of learning, leaders learned to operate in a way
that was consistent with what they were teaching and, as a result, they were better
equipped to meet the expectations of employees and they developed an enhanced
appreciation for the learning process and the value of inclusionary practices.
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The study confirms the importance of employee engagement. The literature and
the interviews both identify the psychological benefits of employee engagement. Kouzes
and Posner (2007) state that leaders encourage their constituents to carryon, work to
uplift spirits, and draw people forward. Interviewed leaders also identified the importance
of capturing the hearts of people in the organization and building individual commitment
around a shared purpose and set of values to which organizational members could
connect. In building learning capacity, leaders inspire and motivate people by building
passion and commitment around these values, as opposed to controlling them and their
actions, or continuously directing them in the things they do. The results of the literature
and interviews were consistent in identifying that organizational members derive personal
psychological benefits from being engaged in the organization. If people feel they are
part of something important, they will care about, be invested in, and genuinely
contribute to the achievement of organizational objectives.
The study extends the benefit of employee engagement to the internal capacity for
leadership that exists in all organizational members, and their ability to behave with
autonomy. Participants explained that learning involves taking risks, exploring the
unknown, and boldly acting on the basis of current knowledge and understanding, while
being willing to accept the potential for failure that may result in mistakes. Leaders create
conditions for this sense of individual freedom to occur so that people can behave with an
appropriate amount of autonomy. Extending beyond the traditional notion of
empowerment that leaders often confer to organizational members, research participants
suggested that people be granted autonomy and encouraged to behave individually as
leaders in their own right. The literature supports this contention. Mitchell and Sackney
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(2009) state that, from a living systems perspective, "leadership is an inherent element of
life rather than a position, a role, or set of tasks. It is a state of mind; a commitment of
purpose; and a freedom of spirit that focuses, energizes, and sustains professional
activity" (p. 139). To build learning capacity, interviewees let go of control, accepted that
leadership capacity exists with everyone, and provided the right conditions that nurture
leadership capacity. They allowed organizational members the autonomy to get the job
done, without close scrutiny, control, and direction from formal leaders.
In times of crisis and uncertainty, relinquishing control can be a challenge for
many organizational leaders. Capra (2002) contends that when we are under stress, we
tend to revert to old ways of acting. He suggests that in a chaotic situation, many leaders
will fall back into a command and control mode, which is particularly appealing to
leaders who are used to getting things done. Capra cautions that it is at times of
uncertainty and ambiguity that leaders should most heavily rely on the many creative
minds that comprise the organization, in order to tap into the organization's aliveness and
learning capacity. Interviewed leaders offered similar insight on the value of continuously
and consistently committing to the capability of people to lead their own domain. By
providing organizational members with the freedom to take chances, make some
mistakes, and develop their individual leadership capacity, interviewed leaders observed
that this produced benefits for the organization, extending the value of employee
engagement well beyond the psychological benefits to the individual.
Interview participants acknowledged that there may be times when leaders need
to intervene to address short-term crises, but cautioned that leaders should return, as
quickly as possible, to a focus on learning capacity that includes employee engagement.
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A similar message comes from Senge (2006), who suggests that when leaders do need to
intervene, they should do it in a way that enables people to know better how to help
themselves in the future. The objective, according to Senge (2006), becomes one of
organizational members trying to improve and rely on their own ability so that leaders do
not have to intervene again.
The study reveals that community is an essential element of building
organizational learning capacity. More specifically, the literature makes a case for the
creation of communities of practice or learning communities in the development of
organizational learning capacity, and the interviewed leaders provided insight that
supports this case. Mitchell and Sackney (2006) state that a community of practice is
characterized by a collaborative work culture, whereby people learn from one another
within an environment of teamwork. Gherardi (2006) offers a clarifying message of
learning as a practice situated in a web of other practices. Learning in itself may not be
the purpose of a community of practice, but when learning becomes a central element of
that community of practice, a learning community emerges. Likewise, interviewed
leaders explained that learning must be at the centre of all activities and that it was built
into everything they did. Their communities of practice were built around learning as a
method by which other objectives were achieved.
The study suggests that a learning community enables people to access and use
their capacity for learning during their practice of work. Gherardi (2006) clarifies that
learning takes place in the flow of everyday experience and practices, with or without our
being aware of it; she contends that learning is in fact part of human existence. Wenger
(2003) confirms that participating in communities of practice is essential to learning. The
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study confirms that people are learning creatures and, as organizational members, they
are integral to the achievement of organizational objectives. Arguably, other than schools,
organizations rarely exist for the sole purpose of learning; however, interviewed leaders
commented on the value of incorporating learning in everyday practice. They were
committed to making learning integral to everything people did as they worked with
others toward organizational objectives. In this way, communities of practice built around
learning are a foundational element of building learning capacity.
The study provides insight into how communities of practice emerge in an
organizational setting. The literature is not consistent on this matter. Gherardi (2006)
states that community does not exist before the practice that brings it into being as a
community of practice, which implies that community exists because of the practice. In
contrast, de Geus (1997) describes the primacy of relationship and suggests that a strong
feeling among employees that they identify with the organization and its achievements is
the essential requirement. This position is similar to Capra's (2002), whereby he
describes the importance of a strong sense of community built around people's sense of
belonging. Wenger (2003) also identifies the importance of a sense of belonging in
community. These authors propose that community is first developed around a
relationship that exists among organizational members, as opposed to existing primarily
around practice. Interviewees provided similar insight, explaining that a community of
practice is first grounded around a sense of belonging and a community of relationship.
For them, community came down to the connection that each individual had with the
organization and with fellow organizational members. With this in mind, these leaders
committed time and energy to building a sense of community around shared
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organizational values, collaborative events, and regular leader communications. This
level of commitment helped organizational members to discover a connection with each
other, leading to a level of interdependency that spawned the emergence of communities
of practice. When learning was a social activity, people learned together and applied the
learning in their individual and collective work practices, thereby cultivating a learning
community.
Although the findings are not conclusive, both the literature and the interviewed
leaders contend, as Capra (2002) suggests, that learning capacity will enhance an
organization's ability to respond creatively to unexpected circumstances or events,
thereby enabling it to change and evolve more quickly than other organizations. Fink and
Hargreaves (2006) suggest that an organization within which learning capacity exists will
enable individuals to re-skill quickly and "learn their way out of trouble" (p. 45), and that
the leaders of these organizations have found a way to "tap into the power of intuitive and
instantaneous judgment that people are capable of' (p. 46). Their argument implies that
an organization with learning capacity may be capable of greater agility because it
supports and utilizes the agility of individual organizational members. One of the
interviewed leaders clarified that all organizations face various crises, emergencies, and
unexpected events that require quick thinking and immediate response and suggested that
when these events occur, leaders can draw on the learning capacity that exists across the
organization. Learning capacity may therefore enable organizations to respond more
effectively to the unexpected and uncertain future that lies ahead.
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Implications of the Study
The organizations in this study were large and complex. An assessment of the
scalability and adaptability of the results to a broad array of organizations was not
integral to the study. Given the similar results from the three participating organizations,
it is tempting to extend the results and their implications to other organizations with an

understanding that full consideration be given to the elements of this research that might
be affected by organizational size or complexity. The intent of the research was to
explore what the three interviewed leaders did and to develop a theoretical model. In
order to apply the results of this study to other organizations it will be necessary to
conduct a broader research study that utilizes a larger sample size to test the model that
emerged from the study.
The research was conducted with leaders from three different types of
organizations, which suggests that the findings may be relevant for a variety of
organizations that rely on the leadership of one or more individuals. Although none of the
participating organizations were schools or other educational institutions, Fullan (2001)
suggests that where the world is heading makes businesses and schools less different than
they have been in the past. In this context, although the study focused on non-educational
organizations, and no school leaders were interviewed, the study may provide insight for
leaders of educational institutions who seek to build learning capacity.

Implication for Theory
The foundational framework for organizational learning capacity that emerged
from the literature and formed the basis of the study was Mitchell and Sackney's (2000)
three domains of learning capacity. They describe their framework as a recursive model
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in which the three domains of capacity mutually influence one another, closely
interconnect, at times nest within each other, and at other times may even be difficult to
distinguish. In telling their stories, interviewees did not articulate learning capacity with
the precise terminology used by Mitchell and Sackney (2000). However, their
experiences in building learning capacity link closely to the three domains and hence
provide support for the framework.
Interviewees described their commitment to a complex and robust process that
included many activities. Upon further analysis and reflection on the results, it became
evident that the elements of leader commitment spanned the three domains of learning
capacity in a variety of ways. The consequence of the analysis evolved as a matrix or
theoretical framework that is illustrated in Table 1. The key implication for theory that
emerged from this study is this new theoretical framework that demonstrates the
interconnected relationship among the four elements of leader commitment and the three
foundational domains of learning capacity.
The theoretical framework demonstrates that each of the elements of leader
commitment can be mapped across the domains of learning capacity. As an example,
interview participants described leader commitment to the process of building learning
capacity, which includes the adult learning process, allocation of adequate resources, and
formal structures and procedures. Mapping this commitment to the domains demonstrates
that leaders develop personal capacity for learning by committing to individuals having
the time to learn in class, access to coaching, and adequate on-the-job experience.
Leaders contribute to interpersonal capacity for learning by providing space and time to
bring people together for learning, encouraging dialogue and discussion, and fostering
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Table 1

Leader Commitment to Building Learning Capacity

Learning
Capacity
Domain
Leader
Commitment to ...
Process of Building
Learning Capacity

Personal
Capacity for
Learning

- Time for
learning

Interpersonal
Capacity for
Learning

- People coming
together

- Coaching

- Reciprocal

- On-the-job

learning

experience

- Dialogue &
discussion

Personal Actions and
Behaviours

Organizational
Capacity for
Learning

- Money to support
learning
- Policies and
procedures
- Long-term
process

- Leader Integrity

- Leader as listener

- Tone from the top

- Leader as

- Leader passion /

- Accountability

persistence

- Mindfulness /

teacher
- Leader as
learner

- Leader courage /
honesty

openness
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reciprocal learning. Finally, leaders build organizational capacity for learning by
committing adequate resources, ensuring the appropriate use of policies and procedures,
and accepting that building learning capacity is a long-term process, that requires
sustained commitment throughout. This demonstration of leader commitment spanning
the three domains extends to all other elements of leader commitment drawn from the
results of the study.
The message that is reflected in this new theoretical model is that the role of
leaders in building organizational learning capacity is complex and multidimensional.
Leader commitment to anyone element or single domain of learning capacity would be
insufficient. Building organizational learning capacity requires leader commitment that
encompasses all elements and addresses each of the domains of learning capacity. It is a
comprehensive and complex process that requires time and patience and, according to the
research, will benefit leaders who seek to build organizations that are capable of thriving
in an increasingly volatile operating environment.
Implications for Leader Education, Training, and Development

The study indicates that leaders playa critical role in building learning capacity in
their organizations, thereby enabling organizational flexibility and adaptability.
According to the leaders interviewed and the literature reviewed during the study,
building learning capacity requires a different range of leadership skills and capabilities.
The study suggests that a traditional management approach may be inadequate to
effectively build organizational learning capacity. Schools of business and other
educational institutions that provide leader education may consider the opportunity to
develop an educational application of the study results. For example, educating leaders on
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the organizational benefits of building learning capacity and the positive effect it can
have on engaging organizational members would be a valuable use of the study results. In
addition, the complex nature of the role of leaders in building learning capacity requires
significant leader commitment and could form an integral component of a leadership
course. The theoretical model may be used as a framework to educate leaders on how to
build learning capacity. Aspects of the study such as the development of community, the
application of discussion and dialogue, and the importance of building trust which are
integral to the model are examples of topics to be covered.
Leadership development also occurs within the organizations for which they
work. In developing leaders for progression to more senior levels, these individuals can
be given the opportunity to move around and develop leadership capabilities within
various areas of the organization. The study revealed the danger of leaders relying too
heavily on their own expertise. As a developmental opportunity, high-potential line
leaders can be positioned in organizational areas where they must learn to rely on the
expertise of the people around them, rather than on their own expertise. This forced
reliance will compel them to develop leadership skills that equip them to sincerely
engage people and to build learning capacity among team members. Inherent risks need
to be managed but opportunities, such as a finance manager leading a production shift, or
a human resource manager running a quality-control group will challenge these
individuals to nurture their leadership skills as opposed to their personal expertise. It will
force these leaders to engage the employees who report to them, will build their respect
for those employees, will help them to gain the respect of employees, and will help them
develop an understanding of the essential element of trust in these relationships. This will
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enhance the development of high-potential junior leaders and prepare them for
opportunities at more senior levels.

Implications for Practice
In practice, the building of organizational learning capacity is not an easy process.
The study reveals that it takes significant time and energy. Interviewees acknowledged
that organizational leaders need to have faith that the process will produce benefits for the
people, for the organization, and for the leaders themselves. It is a long-term, multidimensional, non-linear process that may not result in immediately visible and clearly
attributable benefits. Leader commitment is required on many levels and must persist
well beyond initiation. Without leader commitment from the top, which sets a tone that
cascades across leadership throughout the organization, any activities that are launched
may be perceived as nothing more than a fa~ade or a mere token of effort. Even worse, if
leaders attempt to build learning capacity but do not substantiate their commitment with
deliberate and supportive activities, they will fail to arouse the commitment and energy of
organizational members. The work of building learning capacity must commence with
the leaders, be sustained through leadership, and prove successful through the
accomplishments of the people.
Most organizations are arranged with line-level leaders to whom the people of the
organization report, and executive-level leaders to whom the line leaders report. There
are implications for the practice of leaders who populate each of these levels. In larger,
more complex organizations there may be several levels within each of these two
categories, but any secondary categories will be ignored for purposes of this analysis.
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The importance of role-modeling and setting organizational tone emerged from
the study as an important leader practice. Executive-level leaders set the tone by which
all others behave, including line leaders. Generally, members of the organization will
commit to what they believe the most senior leaders consider a priority. These senior
leaders, or executives, relay what those priorities are in the tone they set through their
messages and behavioural modeling, commonly done in executive work practices,
communications, and other formal activities in which executive leaders participate.
Aside from formal activities, leaders demonstrate their commitment and reinforce
organizational tone by other means. During informal situations, the behaviour of
executive leaders exhibits their level of commitment, so it is advisable for these
individuals to act and speak in a way that is consistent with their formal commitment to
learning. Any contradictions will be noticed and could call into question the integrity of
executive leaders and their commitment to the learning process. Examples of informal
situations include day-to-day conversations, company parties, or public events where
executives interact with other members of the organization. Executives can demonstrate
their commitment by talking about learning and by giving time to other organizational
leaders and members who are charged with the activities on which learning capacity is
being developed. They would then demonstrate through their behaviour that learning is
part of their every day vocabulary and operational methodology and that it is at least as
important as production numbers and financial results. In practice, leaders must be
consistent in their messaging and behaviour in both formal and informal situations.
Leaders who want to build learning capacity continuously demonstrate their belief
in the value that learning has to offer. In meetings, they actively listen to other opinions,
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and in seeking feedback on documents or their ideas, they genuinely consider the input
and views of other individuals. In dealing with line leaders, executive leaders behave in a
way that demonstrates they believe the line leaders have something important to offer.
There is no question that leaders at all levels must retain the courage to decide and act,
sometimes in unpopular ways, but leaders can make those decisions and actions once
there has been genuine and appropriate dialogue on the options available. By treating line
leaders in a way that demonstrates that they value learning, executive leaders can
influence the ways in which line leaders treat their staff. Executive leaders can thus
demonstrate their faith that learning capacity will translate into superior production,
customer service, financial performance, and overall organizational results.
Line leaders also have an important role to play in setting and perpetuating the
tone. It is worth noting that not all line managers are necessarily leaders. The tone is
augmented by those line managers who sincerely behave as leaders to people of the
organization. These line leaders are the ambassadors who promote, disseminate, and live
the tone set by executive leaders. They serve as a conduit between executives and
employees, have the closest contact with organizational members, and, therefore, can
have the most direct influence on how organizational members behave. Line leaders must
believe that executive leaders are committed so that line leaders themselves are truly
committed to the benefits of learning capacity. Without this commitment, line leaders
cannot contribute effectively to nurturing and propagating the tone from the top. One of
the participants suggested that line leaders who demonstrate behaviours that are contrary
to the priority of learning should be retrained or weeded out of the organization, or they
will undermine the entire process.
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One of the biggest challenges in practice comes when leaders face a financial
crisis that may warrant organizational cost cutting. Under such conditions, leaders often
decide to cut programs that they consider to be non-core or unnecessary in the carrying
out of everyday business. If learning activities are the ones to be cut, it sends a dangerous
message that affects employee perception of executive commitment and weakens the
long-term commitment of employees. Leaders who are committed to the benefits of
organizational learning will avoid cutting programs that are integral to the process of
building learning capacity. They might seek cost-effective alternatives or implement
reduced-cost programs that can meet short-term objectives while maintaining overall
commitment to the long-term nature of the process. In the quest for efficiency
improvement, leaders can engage people in the exploration and evaluation of alternatives
that continue to build learning capacity but also reduce costs. This strategy retains and
may enhance overall commitment to learning while engaging employees in the process of
finding an effective solution.
Critical to the practice of executive and line level leaders who undertake the
building of learning capacity is a comprehensive understanding of the four elements of
commitment and the three domains oflearning capacity, as outlined in Table 1. It is not
enough to focus on one element of commitment or a single domain of learning capacity.
Leaders at every level must be mindful of the need to continuously and sincerely commit
to the entire process in a consistent and transparent manner.
Succession planning and the need for leadership development is a common
challenge for organizations. By being involved in training and development activities,
leaders and prospective leaders can gain a deeper understanding of employees, along with
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reciprocal learning on how to be more effective leaders. In the right organization, this
process can develop internal candidates for succession and open doors to more senior
leadership levels.
The study revealed the effect that leader behaviour can have on the willingness of
people to be candid and open with their ideas and concerns. Given the importance of
openness in the context of building learning capacity, leaders must be continuously aware
of how their behaviours affect the people around them. Leader defensiveness, verbal and
non-verbal cues that convey negative feedback and, a lack of sincerity when requesting
input from people, can stifle the opportunity for genuine learning to occur. Subtle clues
such as a shake of one's head or the crossing of one's arms may send a message that
input is either not welcome or inappropriate. One of the interviewees suggested that any
time leaders sense they are being defensive or not genuinely listening, they should stop
and re-evaluate their reaction to the situation. It is a cue for a leader to take a moment to
breathe, reflect on why the feelings exist, set aside any personal pride or hubris, and
accept that someone else might be right and have something important to contribute.
Interviewed leaders explained that mistakes should not only be tolerated but also
encouraged if they want truly innovative ideas and potential solutions to emerge. The
leader that allows, and in fact welcomes, mistakes in their organization will nurture an
environment in which learning will flourish. However, waiting for mistakes to happen is
not the only way to learn. Some organizations use various tactics to anticipate what might
go wrong and to assess potential outcomes. Although it may not be possible to predict all
potential risks, the process can be an important learning opportunity to identify and
pursue innovative new approaches that may lead to modified behaviour. The automotive
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industry, for example, uses what they call Failure Mode and Effects Analysis to critically
assess what could go wrong with a product or a process in order to uncover opportunities
for improvement. Similarly, a comprehensive analysis of all potential outcomes as a
strategy to prepare for future events is commonly used for catastrophe planning. Leaders
at every level can encourage practices that anticipate possible outcomes and reflect on
opportunities for improvement before mistakes or unexpected outcomes occur.
Making time and space for reflection on past behaviour and results, whether by
individuals or by groups, was identified in the study as a critical leader practice in
building learning capacity. One of the interviewees identified a process of "critical
incident reflection" that their organization used to bring people together to assess what
went well, what went wrong, and what could be done differently next time. Although it is
not a particularly new idea, it is worth mentioning because of how valuable the process
can be. Many leaders acknowledge the importance of such a process; however, they fail
to formalize it. Time for such reflection is a valuable learning opportunity, and formal
meetings should be scheduled to ensure it happens.
Informal meetings or activities may also be helpful as emergent structures that
foster trust and openness. For example, when leaders at either the executive or line level
take the time to walk around and talk to people about what is going well and what is not
going well, they create an environment in which candid dialogue and discussion are a
natural occurrence. Leaders have an opportunity to build commitment by demonstrating
that they care, not only about organizational results, but also about the people and what
their work means to them. In today's large multi-national organizations, it may not
always be possible to walk around in person and engage people in conversation, so
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leaders should explore other ways, such as email or internal on-line discussion forums, to
connect with employees and to foster community. A public pat on the back from a leader
to members of the organization can go a long way to building a sense of community, but
a leader should never point a finger or try to find blame. When something goes wrong
somewhere in the organization, leaders accept it as their responsibility, and when things
have gone well, leaders acknowledge that it is because of the people.
Leaders remain mindful of the affect that the tone of their communications and
their demonstrated behaviours have on people, such as being inclusive, ·focusing on
learning, and driving for continuous improvement that goes beyond financial
performance. It is a paradigm shift for leaders, described by participants as a shift from
the traditional efficiency-first mindset to one that puts people and learning first,
acknowledging that it is people who learn and the people who are at the core of
organizational learning and achievement.
Implications for Further Research
The study has opened the door for a number of other research opportunities. The
role of leaders in the development of organizational learning capacity has emerged as a
complex and multi-dimensional venture. Some answers have been provided and
questions have also been raised. Although the following section does not cover all of the
questions that may warrant further research, it identifies a number of areas.
The first key opportunity for further research is to test the application of the new
theoretical framework that emerged from this study. A broader research approach that
utilizes a larger sample size would be undertaken in order to determine the applicability
of the framework in other organizations. The sample would include organizational
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leaders and it could also utilize selected members of the same organizations. The
framework could be tested on a range of different organizations in order to uncover
similarities and differences across the organizations and to provide insight to support a
broader application of the theoretical framework. Also, a test of the framework on a
larger sample of organizations that represent a single type of organizational environment
such as for-profit corporations, public sector, or educational institutions, could lead to the
determination of how applicable the framework is in each of those types of organizations.
For example, building learning capacity in educational institutions, such as elementary or
secondary schools, colleges, or universities, may enable those institutions to provide a
superior educational experience for students. A test of the framework in a broad sample
of these educational institutions may reveal that Principals and other institutional leaders
can use the framework to build learning capacity in their organizations.
The role of power was not investigated in this study. Power is an element of
human interaction and is often a topic of consideration in the study of leadership. From
early in the study, it was clear that learning capacity relies heavily on collaborative and
collective human processes. Only one of the participants raised the issue of power and
did not spend much time talking about it. As a result, the role of power in building
learning capacity was not explored and, on reflection, it may have been that power was
the proverbial elephant in the room. Few would argue against the notion that leaders
possess power. Other organizational members may also hold power, and power seems to
be more than positional. This raises an opportunity for further exploration into the role
that power plays in the development of learning capacity in the context of both leaders
and organizational members.
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Interviewees identified the importance of making mistakes and learning from
those mistakes in building learning capacity, but encouraging mistakes comes with risks.
For learning and real innovation to occur risk-taking must be encouraged and mistakes
will sometimes be the result. Generally, people do not like to make mistakes, so it might
be presumed that it is more natural for people to avoid risk and the potential for making
mistakes. An opportunity exists to conduct an investigation into the conditions that must
exist in organizations for people to be convinced that mistakes are tolerated and that risktaking is encouraged with a vision toward innovation. In the context of risk-taking and
mistakes, a further question arises as to how companies like RIM, GE, and Microsoft
create an environment that encourages risk-taking and allows employees to make
mistakes in order to achieve the kind of innovation these companies have delivered.
In a similar vein, one could argue that there is more to be learned from failure
than from success. Another research opportunity may exist in the exploration of massive
organizational failure. It could include an investigation into how leaders addressed these
failures, how people in the organizations reacted and responded, and what was learned
and embedded in organizational practices going forward. There are a number of recent
events where organizations faced failure and leaders responded in different ways. To
date, it appears that little has been revealed on how those organizations internally dealt
with failure. Although a challenge may emerge in gaining access to the relevant internal
data, it could prove to be a useful study.
Communities of practice emerged as a foundation of learning capacity in
organizations, confirmed by both the literature and the results of the interviews. It is still
somewhat unclear what form these communities of practice take in the building of
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organizationalleaming capacity, in addition to all that is required to ensure that the
communities of practice take root. If leaders are committed to building learning capacity
and they accept the value of communities of practice, are there opportunities for
deliberate organizational design? The creation of cross-functional teams, as suggested by
Wenger (2003), may be part of the solution and yet, as he also reveals, there seems to be
so much more. An investigation into the design and development of sustainable
communities of practice could be a fruitful research opportunity.
Membership in each of the three participating organizations was highly diverse
and it was suggested that diversity of age, ethnicity and gender need to be considered in
the development of organizational learning capacity. The nature and extent of the affect
of diversity on the building of learning capacity would be an interesting opportunity for
further research. This also raises the question of how learning capacity is built under
different ethno-cultural circumstances. This identifies a further opportunity for research
into the building of learning capacity in organizations that operate in other parts of the
world which might prove to be very different from the results of this study.
Further on the issue of diversity, most large organizations are comprised of a
variety of age groups, and the generation gap is increasingly evident. This gives rise to a
range of potential challenges and opportunities in the context of building learning
capacity. Building learning capacity may offer leaders an opportunity to engage younger
workers who have expectations of the organizations and leaders for which they work that
are different from workers who represent older generations. Further research may reveal
interesting results that can help leaders as they manage the generation gap that
contributes to organizational diversity.
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Finally, a relationship between learning capacity and organizational flexibility
emerged from this study. There are recent examples of corporations that were thriving in
one year and ceased to exist only a short time later. The environment in which
organizations currently operate is becoming increasingly volatile and unpredictable, and
recent news reports have revealed examples of organizational leaders who question the
value of long term strategic planning, given how quickly circumstances change. Authors
are writing about the need to create organizations that can adapt and withstand the
pressure of this increasing volatility. Continuous change and uncertainty seem to be
emerging as the new normal. Results of this study are by no means conclusive, so further
research is warranted on the potential for learning capacity to develop organizations that
are capable of creativity and flexibility in preparation for this new normal.
Final Thoughts
The objective of this study was to explore how leaders build learning capacity in
their organizations. My initial expectation was that a process or program for leaders to
build learning capacity would be uncovered as a means to an end, whereby organizational
flexibility would emerge as the outcome. This expectation was grounded in Capra's
(2002) contention that visionary leaders are seeing the value of shifting their priorities
toward developing the creative potential of their employees and enhancing the quality of
internal communities of practice to build learning capacity that will enable organizations
to survive and thrive in today's turbulent environment. The study reveals that leaders can
nurture the collective capacity for learning that exists across all organizational members
and harness this learning capacity as an asset to help navigate the organization in the
achievement of its objectives.
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As the study progressed, however, my thinking underwent a subtle shift as I
observed organizational leaders recognizing the value of learning as an end in itself. This
study is now grounded in an understanding that learning, and adapting to the world
around us, is fundamental to who we are as human beings. There is little doubt that
organizational leaders must always be mindful of their organizational objectives, and the
only way to achieve those objectives effectively is through the people who comprise the
organization. Whether their objective is better education for students, enhanced
profitability and shareholder value, or superior public service, leaders have the potential
to reap significant organizational benefits by focusing on the innate ability of the people
in their organizations to learn and adapt. By honoring organizational members as living
human beings, ensuring their aliveness is valued rather than stifled, cultivating their
capacity for individual and collective creativity, and committing to the development of
learning capacity in which people are fully engaged, organizational leaders will
participate in the evolution and emergence of the flexible and sustainable organizations of
the future.
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Appendix A
Interview Protocol

Thesis focus - Role of leaders in building organizational learning capacity
M. Ed. - Brock University - Gordon Beal

Name of Interview Participant: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name of Organization: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date of Interview: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Interview instructions
~

Introduce myself
o Chartered Accountant, keen interest in and experience in organizational
change
o Completing the Master of Education Program with Brock University with a
focus on organizational change - at the final stage in completing my thesis

~

Briefly describe Thesis
o Role of Leaders in building organizational learning capacity
o In today's business environment, organizations need to be able to change
faster than ever before
o Leaders need to create flexible organizations to keep up with the pace of
change
o What can leaders do to create these flexible organizations?
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~

~

Data Collection
o

Interviews with leaders who have experience in the area

o

I will be taking notes during the interview

o

Will be recording the session, if it is okay with interviewee

Confidentiality
o There will be no reference to who they are or what organization they are from
in the final report - no one but me will know who they are
o

~

Case will not include any description that may be identifiable

Process
o

First interview will lead to initial case analysis

o

2nd follow-up interview - to seek clarification - shorter than the first
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Research Questions - Interview
Primary Overarching Question

1. How did you build learning capacity in your organization?
a.) What did you do as the leader to build capacity for organizational flexibility?
(i.) How did you encourage people of your organization to be flexible?
Questions to be used as Guides

2. What did you do to specifically support individuals in their learning?
a.) What kind of support mechanisms did you/your organization establish?
b.) What role did communication play in this process?
c.) How did you create comfort with organizational members to accept and
contribute to change?
d.) How did you ensure that individuals acquired the knowledge they needed?
e.) Did this knowledge impact behaviour?
3. How did you encourage people to openly learn from and with each other?
a.) How did you develop an environment of teamwork?
b.) How did you ensure open dialogue among organizational members?
(i.) With leadership?
(ii.) Among leadership?

c.) How did you encourage a process of inquiry?
(i.) How do you encourage people to openly question status quo?
d.) How were people encouraged to experiment with new ideas or approaches?
(i.) How did you minimize fear of retribution for error or mistakes?

e.) How did you build trust?
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(i.) Trust among members of the organization
(ii.) Trust among leadership?

(iii.) Trust by members of you and other leaders?
(iv.) Get others to contribute to the process of building trust?
(v.) What barriers to trust existed and how did you overcome them?
(vi.) Describe how you believe trust contributed to the process?
f.) How did you encourage people to support each other and openly share
knowledge in the learning and change process?
4. What barriers to organizational learning/organizational change did you face during
the process and what did you do to overcome them?
a.) How did you overcome these barriers? What was your role?
b.) What role did creativity and innovation play in the process? What was your
role in this?
5. What role did formal structures such as documented policies and procedures, internal
controls, formal meetings, power structures, etc. play in building learning capacity?
a.) How did you build flexibility into these formal structures?
b.) What else occurred that allowed for, encouraged, or lead to, organizational
flexi bility?
6. How did you demonstrate commitment to the overall process of organizational
learning and the change process?
a.) What were the roles of vision and the communication of that vision? How did
you communicate your vision?
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b.) What part did the allocation of resources play in the process? What sorts of
things were most important?
c.) How did you ensure your message/commitment cascaded down and across the
organization?
d.) Were you able to share leadership? How did you share leadership?

7. Do you have any additional comments or insight that you would like to add?

Thank interviewees for participating in the study!
Remind participant about 2nd follow up interview once initial analysis of the data has
been completed.
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